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Reducing the pollution of new vehicles has become a priority to vehicle manufacturers, particularly given 
the fact that emissions requirements that must be achieved by diesel vehicles are becoming more stringent. 
Modem fuel injectors on common-rail diesel vehicles use very high rail pressures to aid atomisation and 
increase combustion efficiency. However, associated with the high injections pressures is the issue of nozzle 
cavitation. Cavitation leads to pockets of diesel vapour forming in the nozzle and it is hypothesised that this 
causes the formation of deposits in the nozzle. It is also suggested that the collapse of the cavitation vapour 
space results in extremely high temperatures within the nozzle, resulting in thermal cracking of the fuel and 
eventually the formation of carbon deposits. 
A two-dimensional axisymmetric CFD model with dimensions representative of an injector nozzle was con-
structed using a fully structured grid. The standard k-t turbulence model with enhanced wall treatment was 
used for closure of the Navier-Stokes equations. Multiphase fuel flow was modelled in FLUENT® using the 
mixture model and the full cavitation model developed by Singhal et al. was used to simulate cavitation 
vapour formation. 
It was found that cavitation occurred in the nozzle for the entire spectrum of fuel parameters allowed by 
the EN 590 specifications. The fuel parameters that most strongly affected cavitation formation were the 
fuel viscosity and surface tension. It was observed that the decrease in fuel density and viscosity resulted in 
decreased flow development time. 
A simple model for the simulation of the collapse of the cavitation void space was developed. The Rayleigh-
Plesset equation was used to determine the bubble radius. ViSCOUS, surface tension, mass and heat-transfer 
effects were taken into account. A backwards differencing method was used to solve the governing equations. 
It was concluded that, for the assumed conditions, there is a strong possibility that thermal cracking could 
occur. This confirmed the hypothesis that cavitation was the driving mechanism for deposit formation. It 
was observed that a decrease in fuel viscosity or increase in contaminant gases resulted in elevated collapse 
temperatures. Additional initial parameters that influenced the maximum collapse temperature are the initial 
bubble radius and vapour temperature. 
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1. Introd uction 
At . H= where world ail ",,,ou,, .. are ~comin~ mm~ ",arc<, an imperative for more fuel-efficient vehicle, 
i, being strengthened, '!his fuel ecoaomy requirement mllst be met while pT("iudn~ lawe r em"",ions and 
without dimini"hin~ vehicle peTfaT11",,,,,e 
Di_l vehid.s affer betler fuel oconomy over their petrol-driven cotulterparts. However, this i. aften . II!-.e 
expense of increosed andlhry rurming costs, For 0 diesel vehicle to be e<:C41omically viabl~ 10 Ihe averoge 
ptiv,te l1'\Olori"1. Ihe runnin g c,,", mu"t be offset by Ihe ~ain in fuel e<:OOomy. 
To achieve the required combu,tion effic;.,-;cy arrllower emi,sion output, il is nee""o,,)' fOT the fuel to be 
atoroised more effectively upon injection into th~ combu,tion chomb.>r. Modern injecta1'O r<'guire ~re't1y 
incre.sed inja1ion pressure" which reslllts in exit velocities in ex,",," of 400 m/' to SIX) mi. [9, 10] and 
improved 'pray penei,.. !ioo ond ,iamisoiion. 
'I1le incr ... ""d injection pressure hos, however, l>oon linke,,, to inc",.""d ,"'posi tiO!l af materi . l in the injector 
and premature foilu", of fuel injectof5, Su<h ,"'posit fCll"lfl"iion" .hawn in Figure 1.1, are hypolhesised to 
be c. u""d by increased te11'\'~"'tu r .. in Ih~ injoctor and p(J6.i ble cracking and diss.JciAlion of the fueL It is 




Figure 1.1 , Sectian thTough a fuel injector nozzle with deposition 
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1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. THE BASICS OF FUEL INJECTORS AND CAVITATION 
Nozzle diameters are typically in the order of 0.15 mm and injection durations are measured in microseconds. 
Direct measurement of characteristics of actual injectors is extremely difficult due to the physical size and 
time-scales involved in the injection process. The use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) thus becomes 
an extremely important aid to the understanding of this process. The Literature Review which follows on 
page 5, reviews the several studies which have been performed to investigate the flow of fluid in fuel injectors. 
1.1 The basics of fuel injectors and cavitation 
Each cylinder of a diesel engine has a injector situated between the combustion chamber and the fuel pump. 
It is arguably the most complex part of a common-rail diesel engine and plays a vital role in the effective com-
bustion of fuel. Each injector is fed off a highly pressurised common fuel rail that may operate at pressures 
up to 2000 bar. 
The injector is controlled by the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) and 
serves the purpose of providing precisely measured quantities of 
fuel into the combustion chamber at an exact time for a closely con-
trolled interval. This is achieved by the movement of the injector 
needle along the axis of the injector to, and away from, the injector 
nozzle(s). Depending on the design of the injector, there may be 
more than one nozzle to which flow may be directly or indirectly 
blocked by the needle. Currently, the most popular method of con-
trol of the injector needle is by the use of solenoids and springs, a 
design shown in Figure 1.2. Third generation injectors are chang-
ing to piezo-wafer crystals for more precise control of the needle. 
The period of time for which the needle is lifted off its seat de-
termines the volume of fuel which is injected into the combustion 
chamber. The volume flow rate is closely controlled under all con-
ditions as the volume of fluid that is injected should be consis-
tent and repeatable. The number of holes and their diameter is 
related to the effectiveness of the injector to atomise the fuel. Ef-
fective atomisation is critical in achieving efficient combustion, as 
the smaller the fuel droplets the greater the surface area, which 
leads to better combustion. Enhanced atomisation is achieved by 
expelling fuel out of smaller diameter nozzles at a greater pressure. 
Figure 1.2: Cross-section of a diesel fuel 
However, raised fuel line pressure increases the tendency for fuel injector [1] 
to cavitate inside the injector. Cavitation is a phenomenon asso-
ciated with a sudden change in direction of a high velocity fluid. 
The direction change often causes a low pressure region to form in the flow field. If the pressure loss is great 
enough to drop the pressure to the fluid vapour pressure, the diesel liquid will convert to vapour in order to 
accommodate the pressure loss. Such a phenomenon occurs near the inlet of the injector nozzle, and possibly 
on the edges of comers of the injector needle. 
There are numerous operational difficulties associated with deposit formation in nozzles. Firstly, the already 
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1. INTRODUCTION 1.2. ROLE OF THE FUEL INDUSTRY 
small flow cross-sectional area can become severely reduced, affecting spray formation and effective fuel 
dispersion in the engine. This would lead to very poor engine performance with reduction in power and 
fuel economy and a considerable increase in soot emissions. The deposition may be very severe causing the 
complete blockage of a nozzle. Ultimately, this would render the injector completely unfit for use and the 
device would require replacement. Should deposits become dislodged and injected into the engine, these 
deposits become nucleation sites for soot growth, thereby increasing the pollution output of the engine. 
Additionally, cavitation has the ability to erode material and cause substantial damage to its parent appara-
tus. This damage is attributed to the nature of the collapse of tiny bubbles that form in cavitating flow. High 
pressures, temperatures and velocities are invariably generated in regions of bubble collapse. 
It is largely accepted that there is a strong interconnection between fuel injection rate, spray formation, cav-
itation and pollution emissions [11]. This makes the understanding of the cavitating flow in injector nozzles 
imperative to improving on both injector design and fuel blending. 
1.2 Role of the fuel industry 
It is clear that the flow through a nozzle is influenced by operating conditions such as pressure and fuel 
temperature; nozzle geometry and fuel properties. Theoretically therefore the variation of these parameters 
could be used to control the operation of the injector. 
It is not clear what effect the alteration of fuel properties has on the severity of cavitation present in the 
injector nozzle. It is known that cavitation is an aid to effective atomisation; and it is hypothesised that it 
increases the rate at which deposits build up in the injector. Clearly with the use of higher injection pressures 
in the next generation injectors, it is crucial that the role which the fuel itself has in the formation of the 
cavitating regions be understood. 
The control of the amount of cavitation present in a nozzle could lead to decreased deposit formation at the 
nozzle inlet and exit and, injectors with an increased life-span and performance. Currently, the only level of 
control use is through altering the injection pressure and the inlet radius of each nozzle. By altering specific 
fuel properties, it may be possible to produce a fuel that greatly enhances overall performance for the next 
generation of injectors. 
1.3 Dissertation objectives 
The overall objective of this research was to understand the effect of fuel properties have on the cavitation 
phenomena that occur in diesel fuel-injectors. 
This objective was achieved by observing cavitation effect in two different circumstances, namely during 
1. Vapour formation: An axisymmetric nozzle of similar dimensions to that found in a specified fuel-
injector is to be simulated using a fluid of differing properties. Flow differences are to be noted and 
quantified where possible. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 1.3. DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES 
2. Vapour collapse: The collapse of a cavitation void was to be modelled. A first-order estimation for the 
conditions experienced during collapse had to be made. Since the temperature experienced at the point 
of collapse was critical, a qualified approximation of this property was vital. 
This study was performed using FLUEN'f® 6.2.16, a commercially available CFD code. Additional package 
such as Mathworks MATLAB® and Microsoft® Excel were also available for use. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2. Literature Review 
The literature review which follows embraces the topics that covers the scope of the topics discussed in this 
dissertation. Background information for the investigation of the effects of fuel parameters is provided in 
this chapter. Items of particular interest are the effect of cavitation on fuel injection, cavitation modelling and 
simulation, as well as experiments and studies performed on the field of interest. 
2.1 Effect of cavitation on fuel injection 
There are several reasons as to why the understanding of the dynamiCS involved in the process of fuel injec-
tion is so important. 
Firstly, the breakup of the jet of fuel exiting a fuel injector has a significant effect on the pollution levels of 
the engine. This is because most of the pollution is caused by unburned fuel due to poor air/fuel mixture. 
Further, an increase in surface area to volume ratio will provide an increased bum efficiency. This is due to 
an increase in heat transfer between the compressed air in the cylinder to the fuel droplet. 
The goals of both reduced pollution and increased surface area to volume ratio can be achieved by having 
a finer spray emanating from the nozzle [12, 13]. This is widely believed to be assisted by the presence of 
cavitation in the nozzle [10, 14, 15, 16, 17], although some literature discounts this idea [15]. 
2.2 Deposition in fuel injectors 
Deposit formation mechanisms in internal combustion engines are discussed by Lepperhoff et.a1 [18]. It 
was noted that gaseous components of fuel condense and adsorb at the wall due to low wall temperatures. 
Carbonaceous particles are deposited by adhesive forces between the wall and particles (sticking), attachment 
by a liquid surface layer (incorporation) and impaction by the motion of particles from a region of higher 
temperature to one of lower temperature (thermophoresis). 
Deposit formation was categorised into two distinct phases. The first, the induction phase, is when a contact 
medium is built up between the wall and particles. The contact medium consists mostly of hydrocarbons 
which condense at the wall. In the second phase, carbon particles are able to deposit onto the contact medium. 
Gaseous components are also able to diffuse into the deposit, causing the density of the deposit to increase. 
Pyrolysis and polymerisation of the deposit occur and fix the deposit. It was concluded that the only method 
of avoiding deposit formation is at the induction phase. 
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2. LITUAruU REVIEW 2.3. EUERIMENTAL STUDIES 
In ref""""", to p",vious work, WilUarns [19J discussed the S<i'verity of deposition iUOUnd the injeclor needle. 
It WilS concluded thut the n~edk tip, which is cxpooed 10 combustion ga"",.nd liquid fuct cornmmty 00-
cumulates light 10 heavy carbon deposits. Th~ koding edge of the needle. which ocal, on th~ inj<'clor body. 
shows wry li ttle accumul"tiQn ()f catbon depo.il. 
Leedham el al. [13J investigated the presence of deposit formation at the tip of inj<'CIor nozzles using fuel 
with fu..t-oddllives. Deposition .t the fu..t-injector tip was OOS<i'rved. It W.lS noted that any deposition in the 
spray hok is a critical In"r, . ince it lead>< I" Jess eff('d:ive fud at()mi""lion. The point th.t increased fuel-roil 
pressure leads to i~creased fuel injector tip temperatures WaS n"ted. 
2.3 [xpc-rimcntalstudics 
La,.., Doppler velocimetry (illY) WOlS USt.>d by Sou et <Ii. [2] in order I" under>tand how cavil.ting flow in 
nozzles enhanc"" the liquid jet atorni1;ation and velocity distribution of cavitating flow l~ a lWo-dimensi,mal 
transparent nozzle. Tap wat~r with a temperature of 291 K was discharged through a nozzle, with a length, 
width and depth of 16mm. 4mm .nd 1mm respectively, into .mbient ill. TIle cdvitation numb<>r used was 
derived fr"m tlermmlli·, equ.bm,. and ""'mInted. lOT the average velocity of the flow. The vdodty of the 
flow, and mnsequcnlly the cavilation number and ]{eyn"ld_ number were altered during the cxperiments. 
AddiHanal control over the Reynolds munber was maintained by "ltering the temperolure of the woter. For 











Figure 2. 1 Supcrmvitadon in a two-dimcnsional nozzle. flow rnovmg froUlleft-io-nght [2] 
The ","ults ()f the experiment< ,,,,)wed that the ina-ption of cavitation occurred ""ar the outer oog<' of the 
sep.r.ted bourx\ary la~r. They were able 10 distinguish between thrt..> different c"vitation regimes in tl>::-
nozzle" namely .upel'COvilation (low covitation number). developing cavitation and no cavitation (high 
cavitotion numb<>r). The supercavitJting condition shown in Figure 2.1. II Wi'L'l ()bserved thai lor inlermediate 
condition><. rc~ltachmcnl ofthe ocp.rated boundary layer occum'd in the middle oflhe nozzle. By altering the 
cavitation number, keeping Reynold, numl;>cr approxim.tely constant (by ct ... mging the liquid temperature), 
it Wi'L'l determined that cavitation depended on covitation number .Ione. It w_. dctermined that. large 
vdocity fluctuation exists downst",am of W separated bo11Il<Lry layer, and decreases near the noule exit. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 2.3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
Additionally, it was noted that for the supercavitation conditions, lateral flow from the liquid core to the 
side walls just upstream of the nozzle exit was present, increasing the spray angle and causing enhanced 
atomisation. 
An experimental investigation was conducted by Schmidt et al. [20] to detect cavitation in working diesel fuel 
injectors. A non-dimensional cavitation number, determined from one-dimensional nozzle theory, and the 
coefficient of discharge were used to characterise the transient flow. Flow in nozzles with different numbers 
of holes, as well as differing nozzle throat inlet geometry, was observed. Injection pressure, needle lift and 
rate of injection was recorded. 
For injection pressures of up to 100 bar, it was concluded that behaviour of sharp-edged (both single- and 
multi-holed) nozzles, corresponded well with that predicted by one-dimensional theory and was similar to 
that shown in steady-state experiments. A linear relationship between the coefficient of discharge and the 
square root cavitation number, as predicted by one-dimensional theory, was verified. It was determined that 
the flow through a rounded multi-holed tip had the characteristics of a non-cavitating nozzle. 
Oscillating needle lift was measured in the multi-holed injectors, which resulted in a fluctuation in the rate 
of injection and the upstream pressure. Although it was predicted that this would have an effect on the 
coefficient of discharge, no effect was observed. The coefficient of discharge was seen to steadily decrease as 
the injection time increased. 
A paper by MacDonald [21] discusses the use of a fuel injector data acquisition system, known as the AKRIBIS 
system. The tool is used to record fuel delivery rates and timings. This data is used to characterise delivery 
rates and timings of fuel injectors, as well as cavitation bubble formation and collapse, and diesel molecular 
chemistry in terms of the decomposition and disintegration of fuel during bubble collapse .. 
'JYpica1 discharge velocities for the liquid were in the range of 500 m/ s to 800 m/ s for pressures ranging from 
1000 bar to 1800 bar. Is was observed that an increase in injection pressure resulted in an increase in fuel 
discharge temperature (static temperature) of up to BOoK. This was attributed to the flow dynamics, since the 
pressure in the fuel line is very high and adds an enormous quantity of kinetic energy to the flow. 
The author noted that the collapse of cavitation bubbles results in either very high temperatures or sono-
luminescence. The collapse temperatures of non-volatile fuels have been measured as high as 5OOO0 K. It is 
the authors opinion that the decomposition of vapour's constituent long-chain polymers lowers the collapse 
temperatures considerably. The technique used to measure the collapse temperature was not outlined. It was 
also noted that the typical existence period for a cavitation bubble is between 1.0 Jl.S and 2.5 Jl.S. 
Benajes et al. [11] analysed the influence of diesel nozzle geometry in the injection rate characteristics. This 
included the effects of nozzle length and orifice conicity, which is the relationship between the diameter of 
the nozzle inlet and outlet. 
It was found that for a hole with no orifice conicity, where the nozzle inlet and outlet are of the same diameter, 
the mass flow rate was independent of the pressure drop. This describes a choked flow situation caused by 
cavitation. Experiments revealed that a conical nozzle did not experience the same effect. It was determined 
that when no cavitation appeared, there was a good relationship between the discharge coefficient of the 
nozzle and the flow Reynolds number. However, when cavitation was present, the Reynolds number became 
meaningless and the flow is best characterised by a non-dimensional cavitation number. 
A paper comparing cavitation phenomena in scaled-up diesel fuel nozzles was presented by Ganippa et 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 2.3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
a1. [22] in 2001. Four geometries, including nozzles with an inclined hole and axisymmetric nozzles, were 
tested at Reynolds numbers between 40 000 and 100 000. Water was chosen as the working fluid. The geome-
tries were made using transparent materials, allowing for photography of the inception and development of 
the cavitation phenomena. The experiments showed that the distribution of cavitation, as well as the cavita-
tion structure, influence the injector spray pattern and distribution. The cavitation structure was sensitive to 
the geometry of the sac and hole. As the hole inclination was increased from perpendicular to the centreline 
of the injector, the cavitation shifted toward the centre of the hole. 
It was concluded that inception bubbles grew intensively in the shear layer and developed into cloud-like 
structures. Cavitation cloud shedding was present in all geometries due to instabilities in the shear layer. It 
was observed that, under heavy flow conditions, the cavitation cloud can transform into a glossy sheet form 
(similar to that seen ~ Figure 2.1). It was also noted that, due to the non-symmetric distribution of cavitation 
within the hole, the outflow jet atomised on the side where cavitation was present and did not atomise on 
the side where there was less cavitation. 
Payeri et al. [14] performed a study to determine the influence of cavitation on the internal flow of a diesel 
fuel injector as well as its spray formation. Two orifice injectors were used, one having a cylindrical nozzle, 
while the other had a conical (tapered) nozzle. Measurements were taken for injection pressures of up to 80 
MPa. 
It was concluded that a nozzle with a low level of conicity and smaller rounding radii is more prone to cav-
itation than the highly tapered nozzle with a large inlet radius. It was determined that the critical cavitation 
number depends on the injection pressure as well as the geometry. This number was observed to increase 
with injection pressure. Nozzles with high conicity and a large inlet radius have a high discharge coefficient. 
In order to study the influence of orifice geometry on flow at the nozzle exit, Payeri et al. [15] performed 
experimental research on three modem, six-hole, sac-type, direct-injection diesel fuel injectors of varying 
geometry. The effect of cavitation on the internal flow of the nozzle and spray formation was observed. 
It was observed that the discharge coefficient was affected by the pressure difference between the nozzle 
inlet and outlet, as well as the formation of cavitation in the nozzle. Cavitation occurred when the pressure 
difference exceeded a critical value for the tested rail pressure. It was noted that a the decreased coefficient of 
discharge was related to decreased mass flow through the nozzle. The momentum flux for cylindrical nozzles 
was slightly lower than that of conical nozzles at high injection pressures. Similarly, the effective velocity of 
the flow exiting the cylindrical nozzle was lower than that of the conical nozzles. Overall, it was concluded 
that the velocity and mass flow rate was strongly influenced by cavitation, while the momentum flux was 
not. 
The initiation and development of cavitation was visualised by Roth et a1. [10] using enlarged acrylic injector 
models, high-speed digital video cameras and laser Doppler velocimetry. Two injector designs, namely the 
conical mini-sac and VCO, were analysed. 
Increased turbulence through the onset of cavitation was noticed at the entrance to the nozzle, which affected 
the size of the cavitation bubbles and the homogeneity of the mixture exiting the nozzle. Cavitation was 
initiated in regions of low pressure at the core of recirculation zones. It was concluded that flow around the 
sides of the injector hole inlet could be a possible mechanism for cavitation inception. Increased turbulence 
levels were measured on the lower part of the injection hole when the cavitation number was increased for 
moderate flow rates. After the onset of cavitation, it was noticed that the recirculation zone was reduced in 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 2.4. NUMERICAL STUDIES AND CAVITATION MODELLING 
size, which led to reduced flow restriction and decreased average flow velocity in that region. Increasing the 
cavitation and flow Reynolds number resulted in increased turbulent kinetic energy. 
Desantes et al. [17] presented a paper outlining the effects of cavitation on the flow momentum and outlet 
velocity. A one-dimensional model based on Bernoulli's equation was used to describe the momentum flux. 
Experimental results using a VCO injector with a 144 f.J.m nozzle diameter were attained, and compared to 
the results of Nurick. 
It was observed that a reduction in mass flow occurs when cavitation is present. Onc.e this occurs, the mass 
flow becomes independent of the discharge pressure. The discharge coefficient decreased when the cavitation 
number increased, a result that aligned with Nurick's one dimensional theory. The momentum flux was 
observed to increase proportionally with the pressure drop across the nozzle. It was concluded that the 
decrease in momentum associated with the reduced mass flow was compensated for by smaller wall shear 
stresses due to the presence of vapour against the nozzle walls. Outlet velocity was seen to increase with the 
appearance of cavitation. 
Collicot et al. [23] conducted experimental research using clear, tilted orifices to study the internal dynamics 
of the nozzle, as well as cavitation. Flow inside 200 f.J.m nozzles at pressures of up to 210 MPa were visualised. 
It was observed that at high pressures, roughness induced cavitation was formed. It was concluded that 
nozzle surface roughness, cavitation and boundary layer interaction affected spray droplet formation. The 
authors commented that such effects would be difficult to capture using computational methods. 
2.4 Numerical studies and cavitation modelling 
In validating the formulation for the full cavitation model, Singhal et al. [24] compared data from the simu-
lation of two-dimensional axisymmetric nozzles to that of Nurick 
A 2-D, axisymmetric grid consisting of 2800 cells, incorporating a 20x120 grid in the nozzle, was used to 
discretise the sharp-edged orifice of the nozzle. A second-order upwind scheme was used to discretise con-
vective fluxes, and turbulence was modelled using the standard k-€ model. 
The working fluid was chosen to be water at 3OO0 K, Inlet pressures ranging from 1.9 bar to 2500 bar, with 
corresponding cavitation numbers between 1.0004 and 1.963 were tested. The non-condensable gas fraction 
was set to 15 ppm for non-deaerated water, which is the saturation concentration of air in water at atmo-
spheric pressure [25]; Ippm is used for deaerated water, although it is difficult to deaerate to concentrations 
below 3ppm [25]. The cavitation number used to characterise flow was dependant on the pressure difference 
between the inlet and outlet, as well as the inlet and vapour pressure. Solutions were considered to have 
converged when error residuals dropped four orders of magnitude. 
Results showed that the predicted results corresponded very well to Nurick's results. The discharge coeffi-
cient was constant in non-cavitating flow, while it showed a dependence on the square-root of the cavitation 
number when flow was cavitating. Additionally, it was found that when the number of cells in the grid were 
doubled, the predicted mass-flow varied by less than 1 %. 
A doctoral dissertation presented by Marchese [12] described a Rayleigh-Taylor mixing rate simulation. A 
piecewise equation of state was used to describe the pressure of the isentropic fluid in terms of its density and 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 2.4. NUMERICAL STUDIES AND CAVITATION MODELLING 
quality. The most basic equation of state, namely the polytropic or gamma law, was used to describe gases. 
The validity of using this equation of state is not discussed. The vapour region is described as a gamma 
law gas, a stiffened gamma law gas describes the liquid region, and the mixed region was described by a 
homogeneous equilibrium model. 
A two-dimensional axisymmetric model described the nozzle region of a single-orifice injector. A no-slip 
condition was applied to the walls of the injector. For coarse computational grids, a partial slip condition 
was used. This ensured that the zero-velocity usually present at the wall would not be imposed beyond the 
boundary layer. A high pressure condition was imposed at the nozzle inlet. Adaptive mesh refinement was 
used to ensure that the computational grid was kept sufficiently fine in regions of large property gradients. 
Schmidt et al. [9] produced a fully compressible, two dimensional model of a high-speed cavitating noz-
zle. The compressibility of both phases was taken into account in order to model extremely high injection 
pressures. The liquid-vapour density ratio was approximately ten-thousand-to-one; a third-order shock-
capturing scheme helped account for large density gradients. A computationally inexpensive continuum 
method was used to track vapour content. The grid was 140 cells long and 40 cells high. 
Both the inlet and outlet boundaries have specified pressures. The upstream boundary was specified far 
enough for the liquid to be near stagnation conditions. The outlet boundary was specified in such a way so 
that bubbles and acoustic waves could move out of the domain. Flow reversal at the exit was dealt with by 
specifying incoming fluid as liquid moving in normal to the boundary. The authors submit that this is not an 
accurate assumption, and limits their model from predicting hydraulic flip. 
Initially, the simple axisymmetric model was evaluated. The only grid sensitivity that was noticed was that 
the transient length of the cavitation film could change. However, they found that mass flow into the domain 
was not Significantly affected. 
Results showed that the cavitation region stretched out along the nozzle, as opposed to forming spherical 
bubbles. For most of the span of the nozzle, the liquid was constricted into a vena contracta. The liquid 
area expanded near the nozzle exit. It was observed that the vapour bubble reached the nozzle exit, which 
suggests that the bubbles could collapse outside the nozzle. Results of a nozzle that included a rounded inlet 
edge indicate that these geometries are also prone to cavitation. 
Schmidt et al. [26] used an asymmetric, planar model to determine the effects of inlet and outlet pressure 
on cavitation and separation within a nozzle. The nozzle included a divergent section at the exit. The com-
putational grid was 140 cells long and 40 cells high, totalling 5600 cells. The fluid was modelled as a single 
phase, with an equation of state accounting for density changes within the fluid. Experimental studies were 
conducted to confirm results. A geometry representative of a veo (valve covered orifice) injector was also 
numerically studied. 
It was found that at high pressure differences, cavitation was present at the nozzle inlet. They found experi-
mental evidence that either cavitation or hydraulic flip may occur at the exit. However, the numerical models 
could not confirm this because no species other than fuel was accounted for. This cavitation effect was time 
stable. 
The veo injector was modelled as a planar section, with no particular justification. This model was used to 
assess the effect of needle proximity on the nozzle flow. The model was Simplified to one that had a pressure 
outlet at the exit, a pressure inlet condition upstream of the nozzle inlet, and a wall condition between the 
seat and the sac. The latter is due to the zero mass flow rate condition between the sac and the nozzle. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 2.4. NUMERICAL STUDIES AND CAVITATION MODELLING 
Results showed that a large vapour bubble formed along the upper wall of the nozzle. The liquid separated 
from the upper surface and flowed along the lower surface of the nozzle. The bubble had a highly transient 
nature. During bubble growth, the exit momentum was concentrated on the lower wall of the nozzle. After 
bubble collapse, the exit momentum profile varied greatly and nozzle flow is disrupted by a strong pressure 
wave. It was concluded that the asymmetry and transient oscillations of the flow could cause the spray to 
break up very rapidly near the nozzle exit. 
!ben et al (27) outline the results of CFD simulation of cavitation erosion performed for Robert Bosch GmbH. 
The package used to perform the numerical work was ANSYS CFX-5. Results were validated by experimental 
work. 
In order to validate the cavitation model, a basic cavitation simulation was performed for a circular throttle 
flow. Numerical modelling was checked for grid dependency. Results were found to be largely independent 
of grid size. Model validation was performed in a steady state condition using a RANS SST (shear stress 
transport) turbulence model. Rayleigh-Plesset equations were incorporated in the simulation. 
It was observed that once the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet reached a certain value, the 
mass flow rate did not increase for an increased pressure difference. This result described a situation involv-
ing choked flow and was confirmed by experimental results. It was noted that this phenomenon is purposely 
designed into fuel injectors to guarantee a certain mass flow rate under nearly all operating conditions. Over-
all, it was found that cavitation erosion in injection systems can only be predicted using DES (detached Eddy 
simulation) modelling methods. This was required in order to resolve the complex interaction between large-
scale turbulent structures and cavitation. 
In 2003, Fluent Inc. (28) performed simulations of a eight-hole injector using FLUENf® 6.1. Due to the 
geometrical symmetry, only a 45 degree sector was modelled. A total of 231000 computational cells were 
used, of which most were hexahedral. 
Pressure was specified at the inlet and outlet. The inlet was modelled at least 8 nozzle lengths upstream of 
the sac. Symmetry planes were specified at either side of the 45 degree cut. The working fluid was set as a 
mixture of diesel fuel and diesel vapour. All properties for both phases, including the vapour pressure, was 
specified. A cavitation model was used to track the production of vapour and separation of the two phases. 
Non-condensable gases were also taken into account. The standard k-€ model was used to model turbulence. 
In order to resolve cavitatio  accurately, the cavitating regions was contained at least six cells across their 
width. 
It was found that regions of cavitation occurred where the absolute pressure approximated the vapour pres-
sure. This occurred in regions of high recirculation and where the pressure fell below the vapour pressure. 
Two regions of cavitation were present: One in the nozzle, and one upstream of the nozzle, where the nee-
dle and seat are angled. The diesel vapours were carried outside the fuel injector through the outlet, which 
indicated heavy cavitating conditions. 
Fluent Inc. (29) produced another model of an eight nozzle injector in 2005. The full geometry was mod-
elled to assess the effect of an offset needle on conditions inside individual nozzles. A transient simulation, 
consisting of 800 000 hexahedral computational cells, was performed. 
The fluid inlet and outlet were both modelled as pressure boundaries. The inlet was set at least ten nozzle 
lengths upstream of the sac. The working fluid was set as a mixture of diesel fuel and vapour. A dynamic-
mesh model was used to describe the position of the needle as a function of time. The needle was not kept 
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2, LITERATURE REVIEW 2,4, NUMn.ICAl STUDIES AND CAV'TAT'O,< "O","",<(; 
centred on the injectors vertk~1 ~xis of syrrunetry, and wa • ..,t to re.t against the wall of the injecto< . t oom~ 
point in time. A ,,",vitation rnod~1 was used, .nd tn,. ~ffects of non-condensable gases were taken into acCOunt. 
The Reali""bl e k-,. model wa. used to model turbulence. Compressibility effficts were not taken into accOunt. 
I:: •• •• ,. " 
'" 
Figure 2.2: V~poUT volume fraction on mid-plane of all S"'-~typ~ eight-hole injector 
A resu lt of the .irnuiation. is depicted in Figure 2.2(0). &.suits show'ed th.lt covit~tion ocdJrred at the nozzle 
thm" t. It wa., ob .. rved that diesel "~p(lU" Were carried outsiM the fuel injector through the nozzle outlet. 
Even ,,~th the ;<symmetrical needl~ position, it was ct>served th~t the flow pattern in ~ach of th" injecwr 
nozzles was fairly symmetric. 'I'hLs /low symmetry was observed thro,-,,\houl the injection period. 
Figure 2.2(b) show. a .imilar geometry to that shown in Figure 2.2(0), but w-ilh th~ """die closer (0 the seated 
position. No wxt ""-"COmpanied Figure 2.2(b), but it i. thought that it repr""""t'lhe f'Tesence of covitation in 
all injector as the nredl~ is about to ",~at at th~ end of an injection. It i., interesting to note that the formoti", 
of cavitation OOCtlT" '" th~ bottom of the nozzle; the opposit~ positi<>ct to that of an open needle. Thi. is an 
importont ",suit since signifk.mt ro,mding of tt.> nozzle inlet edge, usN to control and prev~nt cavitation, 
OOCUh only along Ille upp..- "urface of the orifk". 
Three dirnemlOnal flow allaly.is w~s performed on a veo injector nozzl~ by Kubo ~t aI. [31J using the 
STAR-CD CFD packag~. The effect of needle eccentricity on fuehpny patteTn W"" examined, and the sim-
ulations were compaTed 10 experimental ",sui t.. Tn,. computational geometry C'Oflsiswd of 115 2S(] cell., 
which induded a region down,tream of the nozzle outlet. A needle eccentricity of 10 I,m was provided in 
the direction of one of the hole •. 
Boundary c"",ditions included ~ p"",.ure inlet up.trearn of tile nozzles ond a pre"""" outlct downstream 
01 the n(lul~ exit. A cavitation model WL' u,;eel to predict vapour formation within the nozzles, which was 
subseque ntly treated as a gos. The vapour transport equations were soh"d using the VOF (volume of fluid) 
mod~l. Need le lift was a linearly described boundary rondition occurring over a p<lriod of 1.0 m •. An initio! 
lift of 50 I'm was imposed for apprOximately 0.15 m" after which the needle lift W"" mad e to inc",ase lin<larly 
over a period of 5.5 rns to its Illilximum h"ight 01 600 pm at 0.7 II\S. 
A cornp"rioon between the c"",llkient of discharge at a flow hm~ of up to 0.3 illS for modeb includ ing ond 
excluding a cavil<ltion model, indicated very little differenc.., in resuit". n", av~rag<l fiow raW of simulations 
including a cavitation mod~l agreed better with experimenl<ll resu lt. thall Inc..e l ilal did not use a COlvitation 
C.,no, >'0" R'.'ARCU ''< CO",,"UTATIO"AL ANIl A ,'e'.1 rll MECflA",n 











2. LITERATURE REVIEW 2.4. NUMERICAL STUDIES AND CAVITATION MODELLING 
model. Flow field visualisation of the numerical results indicate that reverse flow fields within the cavitation 
region are present. Comparison between numerical results and a five-times scaled-up experimental results 
visually indicate very similar results for certain needle positions. It was also made clear that cavitation 
formed at the top of the hole, and proceeded downstream. Long vapour streams of twisted cavitation are 
present. 
A CFD study of erosion and deposition in two-dimensional axisymmetric hydroentangling nozzles was con-
ducted by Anantharamaiah et al. [32] in 2005. FLUEN'J'® was the CFD package used for simulating the 
flow of water through the tapered nozzle. The mixture model along with a cavitation model were imple-
mented. The cavitation bubble number density was specified. The segregated solver was selected as the 
solution scheme, the PISO algorithm was used for the time-dependant pressure-velocity coupling. Discreti-
sation schemes for all continuum equations were all second-order upwind, except for the pressure equation 
which was solved using the PRESTO scheme. The RNG k-t turbulence model was utilised, as it showed the 
best convergence characteristics for the problem. The solution was considered converged when all residuals 
has decreased by at least three orders of magnitude. 
A two-layer zonal model was used for the near-wall treatment of fluids. The maximum wall y+ value was 
kept below 5 for the initial simulations. This value then fluctuated as the pressure was varied above and 
below the initial condition. The cavitation number for all conditions was close to unity. The grid in the 128 
JLm capillary region, the location of cavitation initiation, was constructed of a very fine 64 x 128 structured 
mesh. The inlet rounding (~ = 0.04) was neglected. 
A single phase-flow field incorporating the turbulence model was initially solved for the nozzle. The cavita-
tion model was enabled when convergence was reached for the single-phase simulation. When the cavitating 
simulations showed no further change in the flow field, the simulation conditions were changed to steady-
state and laminar flow. The back-flow at the nozzle outlet was set as that of vapour with a volume fraction 
of 1, rather than the more realistic treatment as back-flowing air. This assumption was considered valid since 
the density of vapour is of the same magnitude as that of air. 
It was determined that boundary layer separation at the sharp orifice inlet led to the formation of cavitation. 
This intense cavitation led to the nozzle undergoing hydraulic flip. The water detached from the nozzle 
wall and caused a constricted jet to form. It was noted that when this condition occurred, the coefficient of 
discharge dropped from 0.94 to 0.62. Furthermore, it was found that particles released upstream of the inlet 
were able to impact and deposit at the nozzle inlet. 
A comparison of computational prediction of cavitation in diesel fuel injectors and experimental data was 
performed by Giannadakis et al. [33]. The predictive capability of three different cavitation models was 
compared to experimental data, and a comprehensive parametric study on model assumptions and settings 
was performed. 
Two Eularian cavitation models both assuming a fixed bubble number density and a linear approximation of 
the Rayleigh-Plesset equation to simulate bubble growth were tested. One of these models considered the slip 
velocity between the two fluid phases, while the other did not. The third cavitation model is a Lagrangian 
model that accounts for the complete Rayleigh-Plesset equation and a variable bubble number density to 
allow for bubble break-up and coalescence events. Thermal effects were not considered, as it was suggested 
that they are only Significant for injector pressures of over 2000 bar. 
A three-dimensional segment of a six-hole fuel injector was modelled using an inlet pressure of 100 bar and 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 2.4. NUMERICAL STUDIES AND CAVITATION MODELLING 
an outlet pressure of 1 bar. The injector hole was modelled without inlet curvature. The base computational 
model used a grid size of 180 000 unstructured cells, while a 1st order discretisation scheme and the standard 
k-t model were implemented. 
It was found that dependant on the variation of simulation conditions, discharge coefficient values of between 
0.65 and 0.68 were attained for cavitating flows. It was found that the increasing the cell count up to 500 000 
resulted in a Cd variation of only 0.01. It was found that the Cd value difference between the standard k-{ 
turbulence model, the RNG k-f model and two other versions of the k-f model was 0.03. The discretisation 
scheme accounted for a change of 0.02 in the Cd value. It was found that more dissipative turbulence models 
and discretisation schemes predicted a lower Cd value. In a high Cd nozzle with a large inlet radius and more 
tapered hole, discharge coefficients for various simulation setups ranged from 0.77 to 0.83. The difference in 
the Cd value of 0.06 is attributed to the effects of the grid, discretisation scheme and turbulence model. A test 
on the result of varying operating pressures was conducted for the nozzles with filleted orifice inlets. It was 
concluded that the discharge coefficient was a function of the cavitation number and the pressure difference 
between the inlet and outlet. 
The formation of the vapour space, as well as the formation, growth, collapse and reformation of both the 
individual cavitation bubbles in the nozzle was described. Overall, it was concluded that the Eularian mod-
els predict a large void area inside the injector nozzle, while the Lagrangian model predicts a more diffused 
and gradual vapour distribution. However, all models similarly predicted the velocity increase inside the 
injection hole and the decrease in discharge coefficient due to the presence of vapour. The collapse of the cav-
itation region was not captured well by the Eularian models when transitioning between incipient cavitation 
and fully cavitating flow regimes. 
FLUENT(!\) was used by Payri et al. [34] to analyse geometrical effects on the internal flow characteristics of 
diesel fuel injectors. Cylindrical and conical nozzles with varying grades of hydro-grinding were considered. 
Computational results were validated by experimental methods. 
An extended volume of fluid (VOF) model was used to simulate cavitating flows. A simplified Rayleigh 
equation accounts for the changing bubble radius. It was noted that the cavitation model implemented in 
FLu£NT® 5.0 did not predict the collapse of cavitation bubbles. Axisymmetric models with a rounded inlet 
orifice were used to simulate the nozzle. A wall was placed upstream of the nozzle inlet, so flow moved 
radially into the nozzle. A fully structured grid and partially unstructured grid, of sizes varying from 9000 
cells to 200 000 cells, were considered. It was decided that grids of 12 000 cells and 14000 cells were to be used 
for the conical and cylindrical models respectively. Laminar flow and turbulent flow were both considered. 
Results using the Spalart-Allmaras and k-{ turbulence models were compared to that considering laminar 
flow, and it was concluded that the effect of turbulence was negligible. Pressure boundary conditions were 
set at the inlet and outlet. 'JYpica1 gas-oil (C16H29) properties were used to model the fluid. Tlffie steps of the 
order of 10-9 were used for transient simulations. Convergence requirements were that equation residuals 
of less than 10-3 were reached and that the exit velocity profile had stabilised. 
The authors concluded that, even though needle lift was not considered, the transient results were indicative 
of the diesel injection process. It was determined that a larger inlet rounding resulted in increased mean 
exit velocities near the wall and an increased discharge coefficient, while the cavitating region was reduced 
in size. A correlation between the degree of boundary layer separation and the onset of cavitation was 
observed. CFD calculations predicted that conical nozzles do not have cavitation and are less sensitive to 
the variation of inlet radius. This is because the pressure experienced in the nozzle is always higher than the 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 2.4. NUMERICAL STUDIES AND CAVITATION MODELLING 
vapour pressure. The convergent effect was said to soften pressure gradients and velocity acceleration and 
was described as a good design tool to eliminate cavitation. 
Gavaises et al. [16] investigated flow inside a five-hole diesel fuel injectors using experimental and computa-
tional methods. Flow imaging was captured using high-speed photography, while CFD was used to model 
the injector flow. 
Three-dimensional CFD analysis was conducted using a GFS RANS solver and an unstructured grid. The 
Eularian-Lagrangian cavitation model, which accounted for fundamental processes such as nucleation, bub-
ble growth and collapse and fluid momentum exchanges, was able to simulate geometric induced cavitation, 
but unable to reproduce the string cavitation observed in the photographs. The SIMPLE algorithm was used 
to solve the flow-field. Single-phase simulations demonstrated regions in which cavitation was likely to be 
initiated. Experimentally-derived fixed pressure boundary conditions were applied. 
Cavitation was found to be present not only in the nozzles but also inside the volume upstream of the injec-
tion holes. Cavitation strings, which are not geometrically induced, were present in regions of large vortex 
structures in the nozzle tip. Cavitation strings were found to be highly transient and vary considerably with 
needle lift, but less affected by the cavitation number and Reynolds number once the flow became fully de-
veloped. It was observed that the string cavitation significantly influenced the flow pattern inside the nozzle. 
Geometrically induced cavitation was found to affect the flow rate through the nozzle without the presence 
of string cavitation. It was concluded that string cavitation was a source of cycle-to-cycle variation of spray 
patterns in fuel injectors. 
Masuda et al. [35] developed a series calculation methodology for computational simulations that predicted 
flow inside a VCO injector and then performed a spray calculation outside the injector. 
The commercial CFD code FIRE version 8 was used to simulate the injector. Due to the symmetry of the 
injector, only one hole was modelled. Models considering different levels of hydro-grinding were consid-
ered by altering the hole inlet radius. Needle movement was modelled. The SIMPLE algorithm was used 
for pressure-velocity coupling. Internal flow calculation was performed using an Eularian three-fluid and 
cavitation model. Nozzle geometry was reflected in the internal flow and spray characteristics. The initial 
vapour void fraction was set at 0.0001 and the bubble number density was specified. 
Cavitation was seen to occur at the hole inlet edge throughout the injection period. Asymmetric flow in the 
nozzle was observed, but credited to the effect of numerical error. The occurrence of asymmetrical nozzle 
flow was considered possible due to actual asymmetry in the geometry of a real injector. The cavitation 
region was observed to separate into two regions due to secondary flow in the nozzle cross-section. 1Win-
vortices of opposing rotational direction, considered to be the secondary flow, were formed in the nozzle. 
The structure of these vortices changed during periods of low and high needle lift. Needle movement was 
thus concluded to be a crucial element to the cavitation distribution. 
Temperature effects caused due to the compressibility effects of liquid fuel were evaluated by Catania et 
al. [36]. A computational model employing mass continuity, momentum balance and thermal conservation 
equations was employed. Physical properties of fluids were modelled using equations of state that accounted 
for both pressure and temperature variations. 
Transient flow through a high-pressure pump-line-nozzle system was evaluated. Cavitation was modelled 
using a barotropic model. Different thermodynamic evolutions of the vapour and mixture were evaluated. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 2.5. ANALYTICAL MODELLING OF BUBBLE COLLAPSE 
It was determined that the thermodynamic model applied to the system did not affect the macroscopic for-
mation of cavitation in the system. Pressure distributions were not affected by the variation in vapour void 
fraction. It was concluded that modelling cavitating flow as isothermal was acceptable due to the negligible 
temperature variations due to the vaporisation of fluid in the system. Additionally, it was observed that the 
isothermal models produced the most conservative results with regards to vapour formation. 
Blessing et al. [37J used experimental and computational methods to visualise cavitating flow in sac-type 
common-rail diesel injectors. The influences of spray hole position, inlet rounding and nozzle conicity were 
determined. Rail pressures of up to 800 bar were tested. 
Experimental visualisation was achieved by attaching acrylic glass nozzle tips to real injectors. High speed 
photography was used to capture the transient cavitation. FIRE v6.3, a finite-volume commercial CFD code, 
was used to conduct computation simulation. A cavitation model, accounting for bubble growth and col-
lapse, used a linearlsed Rayleigh-Plesset equation was used to model fluid mass exchange. The bubble num-
ber density was specified and needle lift was accounted for. 
It was observed that cavitation zones appear in cylindrical nozzles during the injection process. The rounding 
of inlet edges caused greater flow uniformity and led to a reduction in cavitation intensity. It was concluded 
that the combination of a rounded inlet edge and a sufficiently conical nozzle can prevent the formation of 
cavitation in the nozzle. 
The difficulties encountered in the numerical simulation of fuel injectors have been described by various 
authors. These include 
• the equation of state for diesel fuel. [12J 
• the presence of shock-waves and phase transitions in the flow field. [12J 
• the multi-scale nature of the flow field, which includes not only the microscopic nozzle, but also the 
fluid transfer cavities in the injector and the combustion chamber. Multiple turbulence scales exist, 
necessitating large computational resources to capture the turbulence effects. [12J 
• the tracking of droplets exiting the injector nozzle. [12J 
• the large density difference between the vapour and liquid phases. The density of the mixture can 
change several orders of magnitude over the space of a single computational cell and causes great 
instability in numerical codes. [26J 
• the existence of complex free surfaces at the liquid-vapour interface. [26J 
• the treatment and tracking of the second and mixed phases. [26J 
2.5 Analytical modelling of bubble collapse 
Zwick [38J gives a comprehensive formulation of a continuum approach describing the behaviour of a vapour 
bubble in liquid. Heat transfer and vapour condensation effects are accounted for during bubble growth and 
collapse respectively. Heat transfer equations involving convection and diffusion, as well as the temperature 
distribution inside and outside the bubble, are solved. The bubble dynamics for both bubble expansion and 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 2.S. ANALYTICAL MODELLING OF BUBBLE COLLAPSE 
collapse are described using a non-viscous form of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation. Experimental analysis of 
bubble growth in superheated water was conducted. Comparison of the integral solution to the theory with 
experimental data found the results to correlate well. 
A comparison between two different modelling approaches is given by Lugli el al. [39]. The first model eval-
uated is a hydrodynamic model, with dynamics described by the Rayleigh-Plesset equations. The authors 
observed that viscous terms dominate the deceleration of the bubble wall until shock-like rebound occurs. 
The second model presents a molecular dynamics description of bubble collapse, which applies Newton's 
laws directly to molecules in the fluids. 
It was noted that limitations of hydrodynamic models arise due to the macroscopic considerations involved 
in their derivation. Standard continuum mechanics is ill-suited to the locally extreme conditions present 
in a collapsing bubble. Such conditions include accelerations of 1011 g and supersonic changes in velocity 
that occur on a picosecond time-scale. Additionally, models apply assumptions of uniform pressure and 
temperature within the bubbles. Another limitation is that this model assumes thermodynamic equilibrium, 
describing conditions where macroscopic fluid variables such as pressure and temperature do not change 
greatly over molecular length and time-scales. 
After the evaluation of the performance of each model's description of the collapse of a 1 nm and 1.5 nm 
in liquid water of varying temperature, it was concluded that both models provided similar results at the 
nanometre length scale. 
Several methods for solving the Rayleigh-Plesset equation are assessed by Alehossein et al. [40]. Four finite 
differencing schemes, namely the Euler, central, modified Euler and Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF) schemes, 
were evaluated using both constant and variable time-steps. It was found that the RKF method produced the 
most accurate solution for constant time-steps, while variable time-stepping reduced the computation time 
significantly. The central differencing method was found to be inefficient and unstable. 
The collapse of cavitation bubbles is a rapidly developing area of study. Many papers are available describing 
the collapse of bubbles in liquids, and models are often extended to investigate near-wall effects [41,42], free-
surface effects [41], microgravity environments [43], asymmetric collapse [41,42,44] and the formation and 
effects of sonoluminescence [45,46,47,48,49]. The mathematics described in the majority of these models 
is well outside the scope of this dissertation, and was not focussed on. Instead, the relevant points from the 
literature have been highlighted in the list below. 
• The Rayleigh-Plesset equation is commonly used to describe bubble dynamics for cavitation bubble 
collapse. The assumptions made in the application of boundary conditions and the solution of the 
Rayleigh-Plesset equation can have a significant effect on the results attained from the model. 
• It is possible to model bubble oscillation in weakly compressible fluids using an extension of the 
Rayleigh-Plesset equation, known as the Keller equation. [SO] 
• The external or far-field pressure is either assumed to be constant [43] or of a periodic nature, often 
approximated as a sinusoidal function [45, 46, 48]. 
• The gas in the bubble is often considered to undergo polytropic compression [40, 42, SO], and is mod-
elled as an ideal gas [46]. On some occasions, heat transfer effects are neglected and the adiabatic laws 
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are applied to determine the pressure or temperature of the bubble [41, 45, 49, 51]. In certain circum-
stances, the van der Waal equation is also considered applicable in the calculation of the bubble pressure 
[45]. 
• It is possible to extend the Rayleigh-Plesset equation to include the effects of the compressibility of the 
surrounding liquid [51]. 
• The effects of heat-transfer or mass-transfer between the bubble and surrounding environment are 
sometimes neglected. It is shown that the bubble behaves isothermally when the radial velocity of 
the bubble wall is small, while there is very little heat loss, representing adiabatic behaviour, only when 
the radius of the bubble begins to decrease rapidly [44, 47]. Mass transfer is analogous to heat transfer, 
as when the bubble wall moves slowly vapour is able to diffuse out of the bubble, while vapour is 
trapped within a rapidly collapsing bubble [44,47]. 
2.6 Critique of reviewed literature 
The following shortcomings have been noted whilst reviewing the available literature on this subject: 
• There is little discussion of the level of inaccuracy of treatment of fluids as inter-penetrating as opposed 
to two distinct fluids. 
• Disadvantages of particular assumptions made during numerical modelling, such as assuming an ax-
isymmetric nozzle or incompressible liquid, was not found. 
• The advantages and disadvantages to not using a fine grid around the region of cavitation are not 
discussed. 
• Numerical modelling and simulation of vapour void space and bubble collapse in fuel injector nozzles 
using commercial CFD packages is not widely discussed. Literature discussing full bubble dynamics 
that accounted for both growth and collapse of bubbles was found, but there was no reference to the 
use of the current version of FLUENT® , which employs the "full cavitation model", to model this 
phenomenon. 
• There is no reference in the literature as to what happens to the internal flow-field in the injector or its 
nozzles after the needle is reseated. A situation such as this would occur once an injection event has 
ceased. 
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3. CAVI1ATION AND BUIIlE DYNAMICS 
3. Cavitation and Bubble Dynamics 
c"vitati"" is the process of nucleation in a liquid ossociated Win, a .udd~ll d~a..e ill p"",.ure in a ~ Ll id 
Cwitation involves If><, rupluring of ,1 fluiet, as U,e pressure exerted on it exceeds !he tensi]., strength of the 
Auid, This phenomenon resultl; in • ~uid ph,,,e·change .nd local Tegions of vapour forming in an otherwise 
liguid fluid, [25) 
This ch.1pler examines Ihe fundamen\.11 ideM u""d in Ule form"tion of the governing equation for bubble 
dyn.mics_ U "I,., brieAr describ<>s the focton; effecting Ihe fOr/lliltlon, growth and collap"" of bubbles M '""'" 
in a ca"itation environment 
3.1 One-dimensional theory 
The ca.'itation phenomena occurs in a nozzle when fluid flows Mound a rurn."., This is most prevolent ~t the 
nozzle entronce, where high speed fluid changes direction suddenly as it mo,',," into the nozzle, A low static 
pressure in ~ Ihm11 of ~nozzle is .ssoci.le<! wHh Ule directiondwnge. 
One-dimensional theory is d produtt of irKornpressible flow theory, and indicotes that ADw amund a comer 
of zero rooiu. of curvature will J-.1Ve on infinite negative pressure. TIus is a physically impos.ible ()utcome, 
ond is a consequence of the assumption of consl,1nl demity rrwde in lhe formulation of the \het"r. When tf,., 
pressure drop. bel()w the fluid vapour p",,"ure, tf,., Auid den,ity will ch.nge anet vapour bubbles may begin 
tD fonn, The sh"'P"r the corner, and higher u-.., ,'elocity at tf,., n()zzle enh"ance, the more likely cavitation is 
to occur. llOJ 
Figure 3.1 describe. the nature of cavilating ADw in a nozzle 
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~ 
, 
Figure j, I; IJes<ription ()f fluid fl()w in a ca" it~ting nozzle [3] 
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(3.1) 
where Ae is the reduced flow .rea of II", urn:> contracta, des<rihed in Figure 3.2(a) 
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3. CAVITATION AND BUBBLE DYNAMICS 3.2. NOZZLE THEORY 
second measured point. With this assumption, the mass flow rate is described only in terms of the vapour 
and upstream pressure, with the downstream pressure not affecting the flow: [20] 
(3.3) 
The points at which the pressure values are referenced in Equation 3.3 are shown in Figure 3.2(a). Equation 
3.3 describes a situation similar to that of a choked nozzle. This behaviour has been observed experimentally 
in cavitating venturi nozzles. [20] 
Using the definition of the coefficient of discharge, continuity and Bernoulli's equation, the following de-
scription of the coefficient of discharge (Equation 3.4a) and the cavitation number (Equation 3.4b) can be 
developed: [20] 





Nurick [52], after plotting the coefficient of discharge vs cavitation number on log-log axes, observed that 
the cavitating region lay on a straight line. The y-intercept of the line is the coefficient of contraction and 
the slope is one-half. When the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet is sufficiently small and K 
becomes large, cavitation no longer occurs. At these high values of K, the coefficient of discharge becomes 
largely constant. At high values of K, flow is best characterised by the Reynolds number, as opposed to using 
the cavitation number. [20] 
Various experiments have been conducted by numerous authors over the past sixty years, and results were 
collated by Schmidt et al. [20] in order to determine the extent to which the coefficient of discharge has 
a square root dependency on the cavitation number. Figure 3.2(b) shows the results of experimental work 
plotted against the theoretical result. These results largely conform to Nurick's hypothesis. Sources of error 
in the experimental results include the inaccuracy of measuring the sac pressure and the inclusion of needle 
effects. [20] 
It is noted that at the beginning and end of injection, the needle will greatly affect the coefficient of discharge 
described by one-dimensional theory. This is because the low needle lift causes a large pressure loss across 
its surface. Thus, the measured value of K is only valid during periods of high needle lift. [20] 
3.2 Nozzle theory 
One-dimensional theory is a useful tool that can be used to analyse ideal nozzles with sharp inlet cor-
ners. However, all manufactured nozzles have some curvature on the nozzle inlet, which may render one-
dimensional theory inadequate for analysis purposes. 
There is, however, no established theory for determining and characterising nozzle flow. Therefore, one is 
obliged to rely on empirical data described by experiments. These data can be interpreted in the form of 
several cavitation parameters described in the following section. [4] 
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3. CAVITATION AND BUBBLE DYNAMICS 3.2. NOZZLE THEORY 
Firstly, it is necessary to describe the physical factors that affect nozzle flow. The physical dimensions of the 
nozzle significantly influence the severity of cavitation, duration of the bubble, and energy release during 
bubble collapse [21]. These factors include the [4,21]: 
1. nozzle diameter 
2. orifice taper 
3. nozzle length 
4. radius of curvature at the inlet comer 
5. upstream pressure 
6. downstream pressure 
7. viscosity 
8. liquid density 
9. vapour pressure 
Furthermore, dimensionless parameters such as the cavitation number (described by Equation 3.4b) and the 
Reynolds number based on "hydraulic" head also characterise the flow. The head-based Reynolds number 
is defined as [4] 
(3.5) 
The coefficient of contraction for rounded-inlet nozzles, based on experimental data and described by Nurick, 
has the same meaning as defined as [4] 
1 
Gc = --;.=:==::=:==;;= . I 1 llAr vC'ft - -d-
(3.6) 
where G ct is the theoretical constant, equal to 0.611, described in Section 3.1. Nurick observed that when 
r d > 0.14, a vena contracta was not formed [11]. 
It is known that in sharp-edged nozzles, number defining cavitation inception is K = 1.9. However, in order 
to account for the effects of nozzle rounding, an empirical relationship has been developed, and is described 
by [4] 
( r)2 1000 Kincep = 1.9 1 - d - Reh (3.7) 
The cavitation number that predicts when hydraulic flip will occur is defined as [4] 
1 
Kcrit = 1 + ( ) 
(l+b) 1+ ~ e~ 
(3.8) 
It should be noted that if ~ > 0.05, then hydraulic flip is considered impossible and Kent = 1. The cavitation 
number as well as the critical and inception cavitation numbers can be used to determine the state that the 
nozzle will be in [4]: 
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3. CAVITATION AND BUBBLE DYNAMICS 3.3. MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN CAVITATION 
1. K > Kincep 
Single-phase nozzle; cavitation does not occur and no vapour appears in the nozzle. 
2. K $ Kincep 
1 
Cd = ------:-
, _1_ + 20 1+2.25k 
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Cavitating nozzle; vapour forms in near the nozzle inlet 
3. K $ Kcrit 
Cd =Ccv'K 
2CcP1 - P2 + (1 - 2Cc) Pv 
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Flow may be cavitating or single-phase; hydraulic flip occurs 
Cd = Cet = 0.611 
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The formulation of the velocity of the fluid jet exiting the nozzle depends on the state of the nozzle. For 
a single-phase nozzle, it is appropriate to assume a uniform exit velocity. Application of the principal of 
continuity of mass reveals Equation 3.10. Equation 3.14 is produced in a similar manner to Equation 3.10; 
however, it accounts for the loss of cross-sectional area of the fluid jet. For the cavitating nozzle, Schmidt and 
Corrandini showed that the assumption of a uniform exit velocity is not valid. Equation 3.12 was derived to 
account for the greater velocities experienced through a reduced cross-sectional area during cavitation. [4] 
3.3 Mechanisms involved in cavitation 
The following section describes, in brief, the cause for, and factors involved in, the cavitation effect. Physical 
and experimental observations, as well as the mathematics used to describe bubble formation, are discussed. 
A more detailed summary of relevant information can be found in Appendix A. 
3.3.1 Causes of- and factors affecting- phase change 
There are two main factors that can initiate a phase change in a fluid. These are a sudden decrease in pressure, 
which leads to cavitation, or an increase in temperature, which results in boiling. In both cases, phase changes 
may occur locally and not affect the whole fluid environment as only regions in the fluid may be reach its 
tensile strength. 
Cavitation is the process of rupturing a liquid by a decrease in pressure at a roughly constant liquid temper-
ature. A liquid at constant temperature could be subjected to an absolute pressure lower than its saturation 
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3. CAVITATION AND BUBBLE DYNAMICS 3.4. BUBBLE GROWTH 
vapour pressure. Fluid rupture occurs when the pressure difference between the absolute- and vapour- pres-
sures is greater than the tensile strength of the fluid at that specific temperature. 
Nucleation describes the mechanism involved with the inception of cavitation. Two types of nucleation 
exist, namely homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation. Heterogeneous nucleation occurs at a boundary 
interface between the liquid and a solid wall or contaminant particles suspended within the fluid; it is this 
mechanism that best describes the process expected in nozzle flows. [25] 
Due to the hydrodynamic flow in a system, some regions in the domain will have the optimum geometry to 
promote bubble growth. As the pressure in the flow regime decreases below the vapour pressure, more areas 
become capable of generating and releasing bubbles into the flow. In fuel, dissolved gases and microscopic 
particles that pass through fuel-filters will act as nucleation sites [21]. Microscopic surface geometry has a 
great effect on nucleation, and surface imperfections can act as nucleation sites. [25] 
A further cause of nucleation is the presence of contaminant gases that reside within the liquid. These mi-
croscopic bubbles exist in all liquids, as deaeration techniques are not able to remove all gas impurities. The 
contaminant gas acts as a point of weakness in the fluid, and increases the likelihood of localised fluid rup-
ture. The volume of contaminant gas present in the fluid may cause an increase or decrease in cavitation 
inception pressure. It is noted that an extremely well purified liquid may have a contaminant gas content of 
0.01 ppm. However, decreasing the volume of the NCG below 3ppm in a water tunnel takes a substantial 
period of time. The mass fraction of air present in water at saturation pressure is approximately 15 ppm. [25] 
In a viscous flow system, the minimum pressure experienced in the flow domain will depend on the Reynolds 
number, which means that the cavitation pressure is also dependent on the Reynolds number. Most flows 
are both turbulent and unsteady, so both free- and forced- shedding of vortices may occur. The pressure 
at the centre of a vortex may reach pressures well below the mean pressure of the flow. The implication of 
this is that cavitation may begin at a transient vortex centre as the pressure there drops below the vapour 
pressure. [25] 
3.4 Bubble growth 
Bubble growth can occur due to mass diffusion, thermal, non-equilibrium, convective and surface-roughening 
effects. 
Diffusion of vapour and contaminant gases between the bubble and surrounding liquid changes the mass of 
the bubble, although the diffusion of contaminant gases only occurs in small quantities over very small time 
intervals. Change in ambient pressure may also lead to the increase or reduction of bubble mass. Thermal 
effects only become important over longer time intervals, as the thermal boundary layer is small in inertially 
controlled bubbles. Convective heat transfer occurs when there is a significant difference in velocity between 
the bubbles and the surrounding liquid. Surface roughening effects describe heat transfer at the bubble 
surface due to its instability. [25] 
The rate of bubble growth is affected heavily by the thermodynamic properties of the fluid. These properties 
are functions of temperature, and therefore as the temperature of the working fluid changes, the rate at which 
cavitation occurs will change. This is because a change in temperature affects not only the physical properties 
of the fluid, but also the pressure at which cavitation inception occurs. [25] 
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3. CAVITATION AND BUBBLE DYNAMICS 3.5. BUBBLE COLLAPSE 
3.5 Bubble collapse 
Cavitation bubble collapse is a substantial and important topic in its own right. The collapse of a vapour-
filled bubble in a fluid is often violent and causes much damage to the surrounding material. High velocities, 
pressures and temperatures are often present in this event. [25J 
Collapsing bubbles do not remain spherical. However, spherical analysis is often useful to gauge the maxi-
mum possible values of fluid properties such as pressure and temperature that could be attained in such an 
event. The collapse of a real non-uniformly shaped cavity will create pressures and temperatures of lesser 
magnitudes than the spherical bubble case because the point of the collapse is dispersed as opposed to being 
focused at the bubble centre. Factors such as the diffusion of gas from the liquid into the bubble or vice versa, 
as well as liquid compressibility, reduce the magnitudes of properties experienced during bubble collapse. 
Compressibility itself has a tendency to reduce the velocity of collapse by a significant margin. [25J 
Another factor that complicates collapse is the presence of non-condensable gas or thermal effects. This is 
because the pressure within the bubble can no longer be treated as constant. While there exists some gas 
that will decelerate the collapse of a bubble, fluid compressibility does not have a major role in the bubble 
dynamics. It does however have a significant effect on the formation of shock waves formed when the bubble 
rebounds after collapse. This is because of the propagation of a pressure pulse directed away from the bubble 
after it has reached its minimum size. Lastly, it has been noted that surface tension and viscosity do not have 
a major effect in bubble collapse. [25J 
There are three main stages to bubble collapse in a stationary fluid: [25J 
1. The initial inward acceleration of the bubble due pressure difference between the bubble and the sur-
rounding fluid. 
2. A stage of greatly increasing inwards acceleration, which occurs prior to the period of significant com-
pression within the bubble, due to external pressures and surface tension effects 
3. The rebound stage, where the acceleration is very large in the outwards direction 
All vapour bubbles that collapse to a size several orders of magnitude less than their maximum size produce 
a cloud of smaller bubbles upon collapse. This phenomenon occurs over an extremely small time-scale. 
Furthermore, it is important to note that fluid flow effects cause the bubbles to deform and will significantly 
alter the effect experienced during bubble collapse. [25J 
3.5.1 Thermal effects 
It is important to note that the collapsing bubbles can experience thermal effects early in the collapse in a 
similar manner to that experienced in bubble growth. Even though these effects may be negligible for most 
of the phase of collapse, they do have a significant effect during the final stage of collapse when the contents 
of the bubbles become highly compressed due to the inertia of the surrounding fluid. This implies that the 
bubble can be treated as an isothermal entity for the initial stages of collapse, and adiabatic for the very high 
velocity period of collapse. Both pressures and temperatures predicted during a spherical bubble collapse 
are very high. [25J 
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3. CAVITATION AND BUBBLE DYNAMICS 3.S. BUBBLE COLLAPSE 
The non-condensable gas in the bubbles is assumed to behave adiabatically because of the very short time 
that elapses during collapse. It has been shown that heat transfer between the gas and the liquid is important 
because of the very small distances and large temperature gradients involved. [25] 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING 
4. Computational Modelling 
The following chapter outlines the Mathematical and Physics principals that are involved in computational 
modelling. The fundamental equations defining fluid motion, along with multiphase fluid and turbulence 
models, are discussed. The method involved in solving the fluids equations is outlined, and the conditions 
defining the boundaries of model geometry are presented. 
FLUENT® employs the finite volume method for domain discretisation and equation solving. It is a nu-
merical algorithm that involves the integration of governing equations over all control volumes in a domain, 
the conversion of integral equations into a set of algebraic equations using finite-difference approximations 
and the solution of equations by an iterative method. This method allows all quantities to be conserved on a 
per-cell basis. The following equation describes the conservation of a quantity ¢ in a cell [53): 
[
Rate of change of ¢ in the 1 [ Net flux of ¢ due to 1 
control volume with respect to time = convection into the control volume 
[
Net flux of ¢ due to 1 [Net rate of creation of ¢ 1 
+ diffusion into the control volume + inside the control volume 
4.1 The mixture model 
Multiphase flow is, as the name suggests, characterised by the interaction of two or more fluids. In the context 
of the cavitation problem, it can be described as a bubbly gas-liquid flow where discrete gas bubbles move 
in a continuous fluid. The mixture model employs a single-fluid approach, where the different phases are 
consider to be interpenetrating continua. This implies that the bulk flow is modelled considering a single-
fluid. For cells that are occupied by more than one fluid, the quantities of each fluid in the cell is expressed 
using a volume fraction. The total volume fraction of all the phases occupying a particular cell sums to 1. 
Conservation equations are expressed in terms of the constitutive fluid's volume fractions, and are closed 
using empirical relations between variable quantities. [4) 
The mixture model was is a simplified multiphase model developed to model flow containing at least one 
fluid. It solves the mixture momentum equations and can account for relative velocities between each phase. 
The magnitude of the Stokes number calculation is used to determine whether the slip velocity between 
phases is an important factor. [4) 
This section presents the fundamental equations that define the motion of fluid as well as various other fluid 
properties. Each equation is defined in terms of a Cartesian coordinate system. 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING 4.1. THE MIXTURE MODEL 
4.1.1 The continuity equation 
The continuity equation for the fluid mixture is [4] 
where vm is the mass-averaged velocity 
Pm is mixture density 
and are defined by the following equations: 
where Ctk is the volume fraction of phase k. 
n 
LCtkPkVk 
vm = ::,:k==.:l'--__ 
Pm 
n 





Equation 4.1 is valid for both compressible and incompressible flows. For an incompressible fluid, the density 
of the fluid remains constant and the time derivative : is zero. 
4.1.2 The momentum equation 
The conservation of momentum equation for the mixture is obtained by summing the individual momentum, 
or Navier-Stokes, equations for all phases. It is expressed as [4] 
~ (Pmvm) + V . (Pmvmvm) = - Vp + V· [I-'m (VVm + (Vvml) ] + Pm9 + F + V· (~CtkPkVdr'kVdr'k) (4.3) 
where n is the number of phases 
F is a body force 
I-'m is the viscosity of the mixture 
Vdr,k is the drift velocity for the second phase k 
The first two terms on the left hand side of Equation 4.3 describe the local and convective acceleration, while 
the terms on the right hand side of the equation describe acceleration due to a pressure gradient, viscous 
effects and external forces. 
The mixture viscosity and the second phase drift velocity are defined by [4]: 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING 4.1. THE MIXTURE MODEL 
4.1.3 The energy equation 
The energy equation takes the following form in the mixture model [4]: 
a n 
&t L (OkPkEk) + "V . (OkVk (PkEk + p)) = "V. (kefJ"VT) + BE 
k=l 
where Ek is equal to the sensible enthalpy, hk' for incompressible phases 
(4.5) 
kef f is the effective conductivity defined by sum of the laminar and turbulent thermal conductivity 
for each phase, E Ok (kk + kt ) 
BE includes volumetric source terms 
4.1.4 Cavitation model 
A cavitation model is incorporated into the mixture model to account for the mass-transfer effects between 
a single liquid and its vapour experienced during cavitation. The model used is the "full cavitation model", 
developed by Singhal et al. [24]. The model accounts for all first-order effects, namely phase change, bubble 
dynamics (formation and collapse of bubbles), turbulent pressure fluctuations and non-condensable gases. 
Furthermore, it has been modified to include the effects of multiphase-species transport, slip-velocities be-
tween phases, as well as thermal and compressibility effects of the liquid and gas phases. It has been used 
successfully in modelling cavitation in diesel fuel injectors, and correlates well to Nurick's work. [24] 
The formulation of the model employed a homogeneous flow approach to the relationship between the den-
sity of fluids and their associated volume fractions. This simplification is considered valid because the veloc-
ity slip between liquid and vapour phases is generally small, and the generated vapour consists mainly of 
small bubbles. [24] 
Extension of the original work of Singhal et al. [24] has been completed in order to account for the limitations 
of the initial work. The cavitation model supplied in FLUENT® 6.2.16 accounts for multiphase flows with 
multiphase species transport, the effects of slip velocities between liquid and gas phases, and the thermal 
and compressibility effects of liquid and gas phases. A limitation that remains is that the non-condensable 
gas mass fraction is considered to be constant throughout the flow field. [4] 
Vapour transport 
Equation 4.6 is a vapour transport equation that governs the vapour mass fraction, denoted by f [24]: 
! (Pm!) + "V (Pmv,d) = "V (-y"V f) + Re - Rc 
where Pm is the density of the mixture, taking into account the effect of non-condensable gases 
Vu is the velocity vector of the vapour phase 
"Y is the effective exchange coefficient 
Re is the vapour generation term 
Rc is the vapour condensation term 
The density of the mixture is calculated as [24] 
Pm = OuPu + OgPg + (1 - 0u - Og) PI 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING 4.2. TURBULENCE MODELLING 
The density of the non-condensable gases, Pg, is defined by the ideal gas equation: [24] 
WP 
Pg = HI' 
Phase change rates 
(4.8) 
The vapour generation and condensation terms, or phase change rates, are derived from the Rayleigh-Plesset 
equations, described in Chapter 3. These terms take bubble size into account by limiting the size of the bubble 
based on the surface area per unit volume. 
The rates are defined in Equations 4.9 and 4.10 for an instantaneous, local static pressure p. The two equations 
described take into account the effects of turbulence-induced pressure fluctuations and non-condensable 
gases. 
Whenp < Pv [24] 
, and when p > Pv [24] 
R C Vch j2(P-pv)! c = c-PIPI 3 v 
(j PI 
where Pv is the actual vapour phase of the liquid at a given temperature 
Vch is a characteristic velocity approximated by the local turbulence intensity, Vch = v'k 
(j is the surface tension coefficient of the liquid 
Ce is an empirical constant, equal to 0.02 
Cc is an empirical constant, equal to 0.01 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
The pressure change due to turbulence-induced pressure fluctuations is described in Equation 4.11a [24]: 
1 
Pv = 2' (Psat + Pturb) 
Pturb = 0.39pk 
where Psat is the saturation vapour phase of the liquid 
Pturb is the turbulence-induced pressure fluctuation 
k is the local turbulence kinetic energy 
4.2 Turbulence modelling 
(4.11a) 
(4.11b) 
A turbulence model is introduced in order to provide "closure" to the Navier-Stokes equations. They provide 
efficient means to resolve the fluctuating components of velocity in order to reduce computational expense. In 
order to achieve this goal, the exact governing equations can be time-averaged to remove the small fluctuating 
components, but this introduces additional variables into the equations. Turbulence models provide a means 
of computing the newly introduced variables. Turbulence models are chosen based on the characteristics 
of the flow-field. The underlying assumptions and approximations made in the formulation of each model 
limits their capabilities. [4] 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING 4.2. TURBULENCE MODELLING 
Two methods have been devised in order to alleviate the necessity to resolve small time-scale turbulent 
fluctuations, namely Reynolds-averaging and filtering. Reynold's averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) govern 
the transport of average flow quantities and models the entire range of turbulence scales. This way, they 
greatly reduce the computational resources required to resolve a flow-field. This method is used in many 
engineering applications, and is the method adopted for use in this dissertation. [4] 
4.2.1 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes 
In Reynolds-averaging, the exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations are decomposed into the mean and 
fluctuating components. Equation 4.12 describes the decomposition for velocity and other scalar components, 
such as pressure and energy [4]: 
where Ui are the mean components of velocity 
u~ are the fluctuating components of velocity 
if> are the mean scalar values 
¢/ are the fluctuating scalar values 
(4.12a) 
(4. 12b) 
By substituting this form of the flow variables into the instantaneous continuity and momentum equations 
and taking a time-average, they can be expressed in Cartesian tensor notation as [4]: 
(4.13a) 
(4.13b) 
The equations expressed above are called the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. They are ex-
pressed in a similar form to the general Navier-Stokes equations, but now represent the time-averaged val-
ues. The terms that appear on the far right of Equation 4.13b, known as the Reynold's stresses, represent the 
effect of turbulence. It is these Reynold's stresses that need to be modelled in order for the RANS equations 
to be "closed". 
4.2.2 k-€ turbulence model 
The standard k-( model, proposed by Launder and Spalding in 1974, is the most robust and widely-used 
turbulence two-equation model. It is robust, computationally economical, and provides reasonable accuracy, 
allowing it to be used in many applications in industry. [4] 
It is a semi-empirical model; the derivation of the model equations relies on phenomenological considerations 
and empiricism. Two separate transport equations are solved and allows the turbulence length and velocity 
scales to be independently determined. This turbulence model is only valid in regions where the cell y+ 
value is greater than 11.225. [4] 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING 4.2. TURBULENCE MODELLING 
Boussinesq approach 
Like many other turbulence models, the k-I: turbulence models make use of the Boussinesq hypothesis to 
relate the Reynold's stresses to the mean velocity gradients [4]; 
- PUiUj = J.Lt -' + _3 - - pk + J.Lt -' 8ij (
{}u. au.) 2 ( au.) 
aXj ax. 3 ax. (4.14) 
where J.Lt is the turbulent viscosity 
The use of this hypothesis greatly reduces the computational expense of computing the turbulent viscosity. 
Model transport equations 
Two additional transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy, k, and turbulence dissipation rate, 1:, are 
solved and turbulent viscosity is solved as a function of these terms. The standard k-t: model was developed 
under the assumption that flow is fully turbulent, and is thus valid only for fully turbulent flow. 
The turbulence kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation rate are calculated from the following transport 
equations [4]; 
where Gk is the generation of k due to mean velocity gradients 
Uk is the turbulent Prandl number for k 
u. is the turbulent Prandl number for I: 
Sk is a source term 
S. is a source term 







Equations 4.15 and 4.16 contain several constants. The standard model constants, derived experimentally, 
are listed in Table 4.1. 
Clf C2. C,.. Uk UI: 
1.44 1.92 0.09 1.0 1.3 
Table 4.1: Standard k - I: model constants [4] 
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4. COMPUTATIONAl Mooull"" 
4.2.3 Enhanced \Vall Treatment 
EnhanC<ld Wall Treaun<lnt (EWT) is a modelling technique that combin"" a t ... "o-layer turbuJenc~ madel with 
eM.need wan fumli<>n". It milk,," allow""",,, lor the use 01 a "tfllldan.l tlLrbulence mude! with a fine grid that 
would otlwl"Wi:se invalidat~ the usc of that model. lhi" allow, the cornputatioMI grid to be fine in ar",," 01 
intere,t, ar.:! coarser where p" .. ibLe. Such in.tance<l of the invalidatiOll 01 a wall -function apprQa(h include 
situatiU!iS where seveN pressure gradient> are the cause 01 ooundilIJ' layer "'parati,m. [4) 
(4.17) 
where V is the distanc.., of the C<lll CIontre away from the adjacent wall 
'Ih<l definHiun uf the wall y+ value " •• tated in IiqlIation 4. 17 above. Wherethe m,,"h i, ~ne ~nough to resolve 
th~ laminar "ublayer (V-t "" I), the mood will only empkoy the tv,m-Iayer zonal m,x\el. When th~ me, h 
is ,uffici~ntly eoUI~ (y I ~ 11.225), the "tandard tlLrbuknce model ftuoctiUn5 lur fully turbulent flow will 
become ",,]ely applicabJ., . In-bdw,,,,,, tru,,,, two y+ values, .... ither formulation is valid. The EWT >upplie, 
a """,hanl.m 10 apply the neces'"ry ""aT-waU tr~atrn~nt to th~ flow domain according to the wall V+ val"", 













Wall IlJIl,,\ion approach NeaT-Wail mod~l appmaeh 
Figure 4.1; lJescriplk'n of near-wall trcam",nt m~thod, (4) 
llTi~fly dc", ribed, tl\<> two-layer zOMI rrwdel employed fur low y+ val"", r~s<>l",," th~ '-isc05ity-affe.:ted ne.u-
wall region all the way tu the ,-".cou •• ublayeT. 11 'p",iff". valu,," lar , and /" in the near-wall cells a"""roing 
to their een Reynolds number, & "_ When 1I.c. ~ 2()), the flow in the CIon i.. fully turlmlent and the k-, model 
will l><> ~mpklyM. In th~ laminor and tran , itfan regions, Woli"tein'. OfIe-"'Iualion model i. u.ed, aiOllg with 
a blending function, to determin~ lhe turbu .,nce length scal ~ and '~SCO"ity (4) 
Enh.nced wall fundions blend the laminar law--of-the--wall function with a turbulent laW-Qf-the-wall 10t1l1u-
lalion . Thi s anow. the feature to be valid for the entire near-wall region, Imm the laminar "ublay~r, through 
the buffer regi'''' ond inlo thc fully turbulent wter region. It provides a reasonable representation of the 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING 4.3. THE NUMERICAL SOLVER 
near-wall velocity profile for 3 < y+ < 10. It also has the ability to account for pressure gradient effects near 
the boundary layer. [4) 
However, were it important, in order to correctly resolve the laminar sublayer the y+ value of the cell adjacent 
to the wall should be approximately 1, with a maximum of 4 or 5. At least 10 cells spanning away from the 
wall should have a Rey < 200. [4) 
4.3 The numerical solver 
FLUENT® uses numerical methods to solve the governing integral equations described in Section 4.1 as well 
as turbulence and other equations. The computational domain is divided up into control volumes using a 
computational grid. [4) 
Integration of the governing equation for each quantity occurs over each control volume. This produces a 
set of algebraic equations for each variable, which are then linearised. The set of linearlsed equations are 
subsequently solved and the values for the dependent variables are yielded. [4) 
4.3.1 The segregated solver 
The segregated solver employs an algorithm that sequentially solves the governing equations. Since these 
equations are both non-linear and coupled, several iterations of the solution method must be performed in 
order for a converged solution to be achieved. [4) 
Pressure Interpolation 
The standard calculation scheme used in FLUENT® interpolates the pressure values at the cell faces using 
momentum equation coefficients. Large pressure gradients in the momentum source terms result in a high 
pressure gradient at each cell face. This makes the scheme unusable, especially for course grids. It is possible 
to use a second-order scheme to increase accuracy of the cell wall pressure calculations. It does, however, 
require a good quality mesh to be used. [4) 
4.3.2 Discretisation 
FLUENT® makes use of a control-volume-based technique in order to convert the governing equations to al-
gebraic equations that can be solved numerically. This method involves integrating the governing equations 
over each control volume. This in turn results in discrete equations that will conserve each quantity over the 
control-volume. [4) 
Numerical diffusion and discretisation schemes 
Numerical diffusion is the result of inaccuracy in the numerical discretisation scheme. Errors in the discreti-
sation of the governing equations over a control-volume occur when the flow through the cell is not aligned 
with the cell faces. In order to reduce numerical diffusion, higher order discretisation schemes may be used. 
The use of such schemes depends on the computational grid used, and the flow pattern through the grid. [4) 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING 4.3. THE NUMERICAL SOLVER 
For highly convective flows, upwind numerical schemes should be used. These use face values derived from 
cells that are upwind relative to the direction of fluid motion. First-order schemes assume that the cell-centre 
of any quantity represents the average value throughout the cell. [4] 
When flow is not aligned well with the cells, a second-order scheme is preferred over a first-order scheme. A 
Taylor series expansion about the cell centroid is used to provide a relationship between the properties of the 
cell and the position within the cell. However, this method sacrifices speed for accuracy. [4] 
The QUICK scheme can also be used for rotating flow on a hexahedral grid, as it provides even greater accu-
racy than the second-order scheme. This scheme employs a weighted average of second-order and central-
differencing interpolations for a variable at a cell face. [4] 
The discretisation of time is necessary for transient models. This is because each governing equation is inte-
grated over every time step. First-order temporal discretisation is employed; this uses the values calculated 
at the current and next time-step to determine conditions present at the next time-step. 
Under-Relaxation 
The magnitude by which a variable is changed between computational iterations must be limited by means 
of an under-relaxation factor. This change limiting is necessary due to the non-linearity of the governing 
equations, and ensures computational stability in the solution algorithm. [4] 
4.3.3 Pressure-velocity coupling 
The segregated solver uses a pressure-velocity coupling algorithm to relate the velocity components to the 
pressure-field. In general, a pressure-field is guessed, which allows for the resulting velocity-field to be de-
termined. Several iterations of this guess-and-correct procedure are necessary to obtain an accurate quantity-
field. 
PISO 
The PISO algorithm, formulated by Issa (1986), is an extension of the SIMPLE algorithm. It makes use of a 
pressure predictor step and two velocity correction steps. This has found to be an efficient and fast computa-
tional method, albeit computationally expensive. [53] 
The PISO algorithm is recommended for transient flow calculations. It is able to maintain a stable calculation 
for a larger time-step and higher under-relaxation values in comparison to other algorithms. [4] 
4.3.4 Solution convergence 
A converged solution can be monitored by checking the values of residuals, statistics, property co-efficients 
and the like. The solution residual is the sum of the residuals for all conserved variables calculated in the 
flow-field. Convergence is hindered by complex flow conditions, small under-relaxation values and a large 
number of computational cells. [4] 
A decrease in variable residuals three orders of magnitude is a basic expectation of a converged solution. 
This is not always the case, as factors such as the application of a turbulence model and a poor initial solution 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING 4.4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
guess may hinder the former occurring. The best method of judging convergence is a check whether the 
solution residuals stay more or less constant over a number of iterations, and whether the solution field looks 
correct. [4] 
4.4 Boundary conditions 
The following paragraphs describe the conditions present- and calculation procedure followed at model 
boundaries. 
4.4.1 Pressure inlet 
The pressure inlet condition can be used to describe compressible and incompressible fluid properties at a 
flow inlet. It is most useful for a condition where the inlet pressure is known but the velocity of the fluid 
is undetermined. The pressure inlet boundary imposes conditions for both total and static pressure. The 
total temperature, as well as flow direction, fluid mixture fractions and turbulence parameters are also spec-
ified. [4] 
For incompressible fluids, the total pressure is the sum of the static and dynamic pressures [4]: 
Po = Ps + ~pl~12 (4.18) 
For incompressible flows, the total temperature is equal to the static temperature. Furthermore, the density 
of the fluid at the inlet is either constant or determined as a function of temperature. [4] 
4.4.2 Pressure outlet 
The pressure outlet boundary condition is used to specify the static pressure at the outlet boundary. Were the 
fluid to be at supersonic velocities as it crosses the bOWldary, the pressure is extrapolated from the pressure 
from the adjacent cells as opposed to using the specified condition. All other flow quantities are extrapo-
lated from interior cells. The total mass flow of the fluid crossing the boundary can be specified in certain 
circumstances. [4] 
Conditions describing flow entering through a pressure outlet boundary can be set. These conditions include 
the direction, temperature, turbulence parameters as well as the volume fraction of the entering fluid. The 
specified pressure will be used as the total pressure of fluid that enters the domain through the pressure 
outlet boundary. [4] 
4.4.3 Wall 
Wall boundaries are used to specify interfaces between fluids and solids regions. These solid regions can be 
stationary or undergo a specified radial or translational motion. [4] 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING 4.4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
A no-slip condition is imposed for viscous flows against wall regions. It is, however, possible to specify a 
tangential velocity at a wall boundary in order to. model slip. Alternativly, a shear stress can be specified at 
the wall. [4] 
Conditions that are specified at a wall include the wall motion, thermal properties, shear conditions and 
surface roughness. These take into account heat transfer, movement of the wall and the turbulence of flow 
near the wall. [4] 
4.4.4 Axis 
The centreline for an axisymmetric model is specified as an axis boundary. It can be described as an axis of 
revolution, which allows certain three-dimensional geometries that involve 360° symmetry to be modelled 
as a two-dimensional problem. [4] 
No boundary conditions are specified at this boundary. The value of quantities of the cells adjacent to the 
axis are used to describe conditions along the axis. Property gradients in the angular direction are considered 
constant. [4] 
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S. ANAI.YTICAL MOnnLING 
5. Analytical Modelling 
The lollowing chapter pre5<'llts l:lw mod€l uS€<! to approximate the conditio,,,, prevailing durin)!' the "<llldf'''' 
of on idealised cavitation wpour void spdC€_ 
5.1 Context imd purpose of the model 
A basic mod" 1 w .. , deveh)peti to provide insight into II,., collo""" of a cO"itatiof, vapour '·oi.d "pace. It rep-
resent. on model con,truct<>d to determj"., wlwther \he tempe<otu re8 in"o lved in the coll~pse of the vapour 
"P""" ""'y [,., high enough to promote pyroly"i8 and therm al crad<ing. 
Generally, covitation bubble moddling consider. the collapse of individ ual cavitation bubbles a. th.,y no-w 
down If>e nozzle Or are advected into Ngions of high preS8Ur€_ The indivjd"ot caviti"" thaI mo ke "p the 
vapour sp""" ore treated fl., .plwr ical bubbles composed 01 vopour ond air oM .urnlUIlded by ,apour what 
"Tlder~ "reosure fluctuations. These bubble. may collap.., d uring 0< ofter lhe Injection p rocess, deperding 
on local cond itioilll_ 
Taking a slightly more macroscopic viewpoin l, this model consid..,-. the collap '" of a portion of \he vapour 
space. Thi. model may not be entirely representative of the collapse of the void .pace d"""rlbed by an ax-
isymmetric noule, ,irlCe for this case the ac'h -ected vapour ta kes \he form of an annulus around the liquid 
flow slream (see Chapter 6 lor grea t'" detoil). However, tM model may reasonably describe Ilw conditioilll 
pre,.,nl in tlw collop"e of the "oid created in a fully three-dimensional nozzle. An example of Ihe cond itions 
described ["'Iore collapse are present in Ftgure 1.1, wher" theTe i. 0 liquid-vapour interlace on lour or five of 
tlw Cartesion .ides of the void. The assumed COCtd ilic", .. are depicted in Figure 5.1_ 
FigureS.l' A"sum~d bubble condiliDrls 
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5. ANALYTICAL MODELLING 5.2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The vapour space contains a mixture of both contaminant gases and fuel vapour. When injection ceases, the 
high-velocity flow moving around the nozzle inlet edge will stop and the driver for cavitation is no longer 
be present. The vapour that remains in the nozzle is subject to the compressive influence of the high static 
pressure liquid core at the nozzle inlet. 
The extreme pressure difference between the vapour, which is at vapour pressure, and the liquid, which 
is at pressures several orders of magnitude greater than the vapour, causes the vapour space to undergo 
drastic inward acceleration. Because the chemistry of the liquid and fuel vapour are identical, the vapour 
can readily diffuse out of the void space when compressed. However, the contaminant gases that remain are 
unable to diffuse and are compressed to high pressures and temperatures. Ouring the compression stage, it 
is reasonable to assume that the cavities, composed only of the contaminant gases, may conglomerate into a 
single mass of gas. 
It is the high thermal kinetic energy of the contaminant gases that is of interest. If the temperature of the 
contaminant gas bubble exceeds 8OO0 K to 1000oK, the impact of the gas with fuel molecules at the liquid-
gas interface at the bubble surface is considered to be great enough to break the long-chain hydrocarbons 
that comprise the fuel. Furthermore, the temperature at the bubble surface may be high enough to promote 
pyrolysis. 
The void space is loosely referred to, both in this chapter and Chapter 7, as a bubble. 
5.2 Governing equations 
The dimensions of a spherical bubble under the influence of an external pressure is determined by the solu-
tion of Rayleigh-Plesset equation [25]: 
(5.1) 
where R(t) is the time-dependant radius of the bubble 
Pv is the pressure within the bubble, equal to the fluid vapour pressure which is dependant 
on the temperature of the free-stream 
Poe is the time-dependant far-field / hydrostatic pressure 
PL is the liquid density 
PGo is the partial pressure of the contaminant gas 
Ro is a reference radius for PGo for the contaminant gas 
k is a constant defining the polytropic behaviour of the contaminant gas 
ILL is the liquid dynamic viscosity 
S is the bubble surface tension 
The Rayleigh-Plesset equation in discussed further in Chapter A.t. 
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5. ANALYTICAL MODELLING 5.2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The temperature of the bubble is governed by the First Law of Thermodynamics: 
I::::.U=I::::.W+I::::.Q 
where I::::.U is the change in internal energy of the bubble 
I::::. W is the work done on the bubble 
I::::.Q is the energy transferred to the bubble 
The terms described in Equation 5.2 are defined as 
I::::.U=mCv I::::.T 
I::::.W=PI::::.V 
I::::. Q = -k A TB - TL I::::. t - I::::.m L 
r 
where m is the mass of the bubble 
Cv is the specific heat capacity of air for a closed system 
I::::.T is the change in temperature the bubble 
P is the average pressure inside the bubble between time-steps 
A is the average area of the bubble between time-steps 
if is the average radius of the bubble between time-steps 
I::::.t is the time-step size 
I::::.m is the mass of vapour that has diffused out of the bubble 
L is the latent heat of condensation 
This derivation of the above equation introduces several limitations to the model, namely that [25] 
1. liquid compressibility is not taken into account 
2. the contents of the bubble are considered homogeneous 
3. the temperature and pressure within the bubble are uniform 
4. the fluids involved have a Newtonian nature 





Brennen [25] indicates that, although the mass conservation condition is applied at the boundary, the resul-
tant description of the kinematic condition is a good approximation of the forces present even when evapo-
ration or condensation is occurring at the liquid-vapour interface. 
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5. ANALYTICAL MODELLING 5.3. ASSUMPTIONS AND SIMPLIFICATIONS 
5.3 Assumptions and simplifications 
The following list of assumptions pertains to the analytical bubble collapse model. 
1. Liquid 
(a) Liquid and vapour are both identical composition diesel, and can be approximated as the hydro-
carbon compound C 16H29 
(b) Liquid characteristics remain constant with time 
2. Gases 
(a) The contaminant gas in the liquid is air 
(b) The air can be treated as ideal gases 
(c) Initial air mass fraction is known 
(d) Specific heat of air remains constant 
3. Conditions 
(a) The initial diameter of bubble is considered to be the height of the annular void space taken from 
CPO models (refer to page 38) 
(b) The bubble has zero initial radial velocity 
(c) Initial pressure inside bubble is the same as the vapour pressure of the liquid at the liquid temper-
ature 
(d) The far-field pressure, equal to the combustion chamber pressure, is constant in time 
(e) During the initial collapse, the vapour leaves bubble (by diffusion) as wall collapses until the 
bubble contains only air 
(f) During the initial collapse, diffusing vapour condenses at bubble wall interface 
(g) The pressure of bubble remains constant at vapour pressure while diesel vapour diffuses out, 
thereafter gas compression is governed by the ideal gas law 
4. General 
(a) Linear function behaviour for very small time steps 
(b) The bubble remains spherical during collapse 
5.4 Physical considerations 
The following physical effects have been accounted for in this model: 
1. Significant first order thermal effects (pressure work, conduction) 
2. VlSCOUS and surface tension effects 
3. Temperature dependency of the conduction coefficient of air 
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5. ANALYTICAL MODELLING 5.5. SOLUTION ALGORITHM 
4. Diffusion of vapour out of the bubble during initial stages of collapse 
5. The latent energy required to condense vapour into liquid at the wall interface 
It is appreciated that the predicted temperatures represent possibly the maximum possible due to the as-
sumed physical setting. Upon collapse, energy would be lost due to deformation of bubble surface, resulting 
in decreased temperatures. Furthermore, the collapse would not be concentrated on one point at the bubble 
centre, also resulting in a dispersion of energy. 
5.5 Solution algorithm 
A backwards differencing method was used to determine the evolution of the problem. Figure 5.2 illustrates 
the algorithm used to solve the equation governing bubble collapse. Accompanying the figure is a detailed 
discussion of the method, outlined in the paragraphs below. 
The differential equation represents an initial value problem, since the initial boundary conditions are known. 
The following basic steps were implemented to estimate the solution to the Rayleigh-Plesset equation: 
1. Initial conditions 
(a) It is necessary to know the following initial conditions: Bubble radius, velocity, acceleration, tem-
perature, pressure and mass. It is possible to refine the guess for acceleration based on the result 
attained for the second time-step. 
2. Bubble dimensions 
(a) A time-step was chosen based on the estimated temperature. This provided excellent stability due 
to good control of the time-step size when the property gradients during the collapse and rebound 
phases were great. 
(b) Backwards differencing of acceleration and previous velocity resulted in the current velocity 
(c) The bubble radius was determined from the time-step, and from the current and previous veloci-
ties. The initial velocity of the collapsing pure contaminant gas bubble is an extremely important 
condition in the accurate prediction of the minimum collapse radius and maximum bubble tem-
perature. 
(d) A restrictive condition was applied to the bubble wall velocity and acceleration if the predicted 
velocity is above the sonic velocity of the surrounding liquid. The current velocity and acceleration 
are set at the liquid sonic velocity and zero respectively. 
3. Bubble properties 
(a) The temperature of the bubble contents was estimated. 
(b) The pressure within the bubble was determined using the ideal gas equation, relating the current 
pressure to the previous step pressure, temperature and volume and the current temperature and 
volume. 
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5. ANALYTICAL MODELLING 5.5. SOLUTION ALGORITHM 
(c) The mass of the bubble was calculated. If the bubble was in the stage where vapour is still con-
tained within the bubble, then the difference between the current and the previous step mass of 
the bubble will be related to the change in volume of the bubble and the ideal gas density of the 
vapour at the current temperature. Otherwise, the mass of the bubble remains constant, since it 
was assumed that no contaminant gas diffused out of the bubble. 
(d) The contaminant gas polytropic constant, related to the current and previous bubble temperature 
and volume, was determined. 
4. Energy equation 
(a) The approximate work done on the bubble was related to the average pressure exerted on the 
bubble between time-step and the change in volume between time-steps. 
(b) The loss of energy from the bubble was determined from the conductive heat loss from the bubble 
centre. 
(c) Should vapour mass be diffusing from the bubble, energy was lost due to condensation of the 
vapour at the bubble interface. This energy is related to the mass lost from the bubble and the 
latent heat of condensation of the vapour. 
(d) The change in total internal energy of the system was calculated from the change in temperature 
of the bubble between the current and previous time-stepS, the mass of the bubble and the specific 
heat at constant volume (closed system) of the contaminant gas. 
5. Reduction of solution residual 
(a) The temperature approximated in Step 3a is refined until the error in the energy equation is re-
duced to a satisfactory level. 
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6. FACTORS AFFECTING NOZZLE CAVITATION 
6. Factors affecting nozzle cavitation 
The main purpose of this thesis is to determine the effect that altering the major physical properties of diesel 
fuel has on the formation of cavitation in a nozzle. To this end, it was considered useful to concentrate 
on an axisymmetric nozzle, with a nozzle of similar dimensions to that seen in a real fuel injector (refer to 
Appendix C for details) and a sharp inlet edge. The pressure difference applied between the nozzle ends 
would be similar to that experienced in a modem vehicle, and in particular to that used for the injector 
modelled. The realistic dimensions ensured that the scale of the cavitation phenomena observed would 
correlate with any experimental data. The sharp inlet edge promotes cavitation in the nozzle. 
As described in the paragraphs below, various observations regarding the effect of fuel properties have been 
made. The effect of variation in fuel density, viscosity, surface tension and non-condensable gas fraction is 
determined, as well as the effect of rounding the inlet edge of the nozzle. Finally, an approximation of the 
temperature field that exists in the nozzle is discussed. 
In the course of simulations, various other observations and conclusions about fuel injection have been drawn 
from the results. The conclusions drawn from the observations are described in Chapter 8. 
6.1 General flow field 
It is conjectured that real injector nozzles would be filled with liquid diesel before and after the needle has 
seated. This is a fair assumption, since there will be liquid present in the nozzle when the needle seats after 
an injection. 
Upon the application of the pressure differential to the nozzle boundaries, the fluid inside the nozzle accel-
erates from zero velocity to over 500 m/ s in a matter of microseconds. In this period several phenomena, 
including the formation of turbulent vortices, cavitation inception and vapour transport occur. It is clear that 
the properties of the flow field vary substantially with time. Since the problem posed is heavily transient, it 
is felt useful that a description of the flow field is presented. 
Figure 6.1 is presented as an aid to the description of the flow-field, and is implicitly referred to in the follow-
ing paragraphs. The figure presents the normalised mass-flow rate, coefficient of contraction and coefficient 
of discharge for the nozzle as the time from the application of the pressure difference increases. The mass-
flow rate has been normalised for the purposes of presenting a general result. The latter plots are linked to 
the mass flow rates by Equations 3.2 and 3.4a. 
The large pressure difference between the inlet and outlet boundaries (1450 bar) causes the stationary liquid 
fluid to initially accelerate rapidly. This translates to a rapid increase in mass flow-rate over the first 3.5 JLS. 
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I V"POUT re<ler..", 
,...,- noale~x't 
" 
I· . -Non'la l ",d ~io" rio','.' Rc,," ; --- Coom" o" of c;,c.h orJo ' --- COOmC' " '" 01 Contra""'" , , , 
x - Time (~) 
Vapo"" fonnation commenc,"; 
Figul1' 6, l; Normalised transient mass flow-ratc. coefficient of dischdrge "S time 
Due 10 the ossumphon of inrompr"",;ble flow, the prcssure ~cld in1he dom.in i. fi""" alm""t irrm""'-idtdy, 
11,i. field eh",,&,> with lime due to VQriou" phenomen, thot are de.clibed bt,low. 
11", inc",,'" in velDcity of the fl1lid results inll'" form.Uon of. """~ omlrada at the no;ule entrance, This 
'>CCUTS "' the high-"elo<ity fluid moving ril<liall y into the nozzle is uruble to negotiate the sharp inlet comer. 
At this point in time, no cavitation is pr=t within the nm"de, .ince the pressure loss at th" "ntrance is not 
great enough, The p..-ss",," 1"'8 ocross the nozzle entrance increases to a point wl;c", Ii'<' rotc of acceJem~on 
declin"s. Howe,-cl; the (n"fficient of di.chMge continues to r"", as the mOITICntum of the fluid in the ",>;ale 
incre"""",, 
A, the velocity of the fluid mm-ing post the ""parated region downs1ream of t:h<lnozzle mtrance incrc"foe!'. 
a n-circutatillg ,-orlcx f" .. ms . At the centre of this recirculating- zone i. 0 low_pressure CI>re, The effect "f the 
low-pre"",," co .... SUp<'rimposcd on the pressure loss aemSS the noale throat is that Ih<l pressure In that a,-", 
dec..-a,,"s to th,t of the vap"ur pre;sure. '/his phenonl<"Tlon is observed 'fl~r approximately 4.5,'", 
The prOC'-"" of vap<JUr ge""ration,. vortex dissip.:llim and the slaTt of ,-opour odvection i, .ho .... n in Figure 
6.2. At thi. point In time, vapour is gelWmted ncor the no,,,le throat. The point of generation coincides with 
tl-.. location of high turlmlent ~i""tic energy, seen in Fig"re 63, The vapour 10rlIl<"d ,1 the core of the vortex is 
transported upstream to tM comer of the inlet. and , di"tinct vapour bubble i. present. 111;s bubbk remains 
stationdry in this aIm with no entr,inrnent into the frc"'-stream, bemuse it remail, . 1mp!"'d in th e region "f 
redTrutatiC41. 
As more '-apour i" generated and the vapour c,.-.centra1im within the ..-circulalill.g 7.Qno incr'-"""" it evenhl-
ally expand. beyor.:! t:h<l n-circulating ... giOll. This ~':lU"" the vortex to di>sipate a, the cavitation fonnQlion 
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6. fACTORS "FFECTH<G "'-07.7. 1. . C,tVIUTJON 6.1. GENERHFLOWFJELD 
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l'igure 6.2: Vapour phase with velocity vectors [Coloured by velocity mogllitude (m /s)] 
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~ _ F~CTOKS MTECTJ"G NOLLe. CAVITATIO" 6.1. G.N .. ,A L FLOW FI.LD 
moo 
Figure 6.3: Turbulent kinetic energy at t = 6.34 I" [Colo.ured by turbulent kinetic energy m;ognitude (m' / s')] 
overcomes the effect of the pT"l."S&\lre loss. Thc gcnerati,,., location .hifts fmm the '"mtex co • .., to the boundary 
wall. A",,~ming that th<: liquid-vapour interlace occu.,; where the v(1lume fracti<m (11 ,"ap()1lr is 0.5, the maxi-
mum h<:ight (11 the vap<lUr regOon that i. transported against the wall of the nozzle i. approximately 15.3% of 
the nozzle radius. Ths '-'<Juates to a coefficient of oontraction of 0.717. The advection of the vapour down the 
length o.f the noale is shown in Figure 6.4. 
Initially the rate of vapo"r lormati,m i. low, but a..""""" g ..... ad.."cted away from the cavitating region, 
the rate o.f vap<lUr h,mlati<)n incre ....... Thll mU. t occur .uch that th<: rate at which vap<lUr i. traMp<"ted 
away IT"", the 1"lDLLle entrance II matched by the vapour generatiOn rate. The tna5S flow-rate of the vapour 
do.wn the noale increase. as the velocity o.f the liquid rontinues to iocreose. As the lo.w-pressure bubble 
adv",",ts do.wnstream, lhe abr.olute prer.sure at the nozzk waU decre~ses from a high pm;sure down to VOpOUT 
pressure. 
Vapour mixing into lheliquid is notiooable at lhe downstream edge of the vopour bubbk Jt is also interesting 
to note lhat as the fl(1w-time illCl"<:""'" vapour diffu,ion OCCUrs incrca..ingly at the liquid-vapour inleTlace 
pa,..llel the axis of the nozzle. This implies that the quality of the bulk liquid exiting the nozzle decreases 
with lime. Ho.wever. this c'lUld be lhe effect of nmne rical diflusiOfl os ''PP,,,,,,d to ~ physical diffusion pr""""s 
The latter may be mo<e likely .ince the pres,ure in the l;quid is .till very high, and the time o.v"," which the 
diffusion procer.s m~y occur is very smoll. 
When the vap<~lr streom reaches the nm.de exit, the coefficient o.f di. ch.rge ",duce. dramatically. When this 
e"ent occurs, "hydraulic flip" is deemed to ha,"e ,",curred. an.,.,jinlensiondl theory predicts that the dis-
charge coeffident dr(1p' fn>rn 0.761 to 0.6.-'1. This i. as..ociated with the reduced CTII6.-sectional areo through 
whidt high density liquid fuel is ejected, and potenti.l.llya\low. fO< v"pour pre.ent in the rombu.tion d",m-
ber to mtlT the nozzlo>. Tho> PNdicl\'d discharge cooflle;"nt \'aloo of 0.637 correlal\'s wclJ when rompan"" to 
the tha"y ond experirnent.ol w(1rk, previ'lUsly ,hown in Figure 3.2(b). However, the n.ea.\lred mefficient of 
Jiochorge vari"" . Iightly from th ... res ult; fO< a coefficient of ,·elocity typically between 0.95 and O. '!6 for a 
sharp edged orifjCfe [54], the coefficient of discl1atge is worst 0.681. TIUs deviation of 6.~ from the theory 
predicted v~lue does however"""m to liewitllin the re"~lableronge of experimental scotter sho.wn in Figure 
3.2(b). The difference In NSUltS", mOlt likely attributed to the mterpenetrating fluid. .. sumption of the 
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6. FACIORO AITEC1J><G NOZZLE CAV[UTIO" 6.1. G ENEI AL FlOW fiELD 
mixture mu1tipha~ model, since the liquid-vapour interiaC"e is not weU defined. However, the ..,Ioc~ on of 
turbulence model and discreliso~on scheme ro n also affect thi s ,""sult [33] . 
A plot of the axial vehrity "I fl"w exihng th e r",;,one is sho .... n in Figure 6.5 at various times. n,., velocity 
prnfile III this e"hibit~d in this graph is d early that of a fully-turbulent nozzle. It is """''''ed from the plot 
that the boundary layer thickens", the mass flow rote and average exit velocity i,..,reases . 
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Figure 6.5: Axial velocity al"ng the nozzle 
....., 
FOT this axisymmetric case, thte vapour essentially forms an aJmul~s thT"Oll gh w hich the liquid is discharged 
The effect of this is not ""en SOOn<lr in Figu'" 6_1, si,,,,,, the quality of the fuel that is di.charged bef"", the 
vapour reach"s the exit is maintained_ Thi. impl;". that high-velocity liquid that was p resent in thte ""ale 
before the forrrn \ion of the cavitatinn bubble discharges through the entire cross-sectional a,""a of the 00731e 
up to approximately 13_51"_ 
Furthermore. tile", i. a sligh t pertur""~on in the exiting flow, wI",,,, some flaw reversal is preJ.icred, This 
moy "'" a luncti,~ Df the oversimplification of thte mzzle geometry, since 00 ooUet challlb<lr i. modelled, 
but is p ossible due \0 the occurrence of" hydra~lic Aip', Once ~le vapour has been transported to the end 
ot' the m,nle, tm, flow field ta kes On a steady nature. 11",re ilre no fW"ther chaIW'S in tl", Aow freid, and 
a equilibrium between vapo~r ge[",rati on and transport i, maintained a. long as the pressure difference 
between inl", and ootId remoim emstanl. 
In summary, Hve distinct Aow mnditio, .. are f'Tesent in this geometry. The"" are whe'n 
L flow is initiated and accele-ration Df tile fluid commences 
2. fluid separates locally from the nozzkl .... aU and a ""'''' C(mlr/l(l~ forms 
3_ ca ... itotion inception C(lfUJlle""'" due tn the low-pressure cnJ"e nf the ""p~ration vortex 
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6. FACl"O~' A"ECl"ING "OZZLE. ","" •• ",.".","'-______________ ",,''c. _',"""c'oc'" """,,"'"""'"",' 
4 "apour is gene"ted 01 the nozzle w~ll and is subsequently tronsported low,rdslhe no£lle exil 
5. the ad\"l'<W vapour ",,>(ne, the no,,:lie exil "nd ~n equilibrium bel",,,,,n vapour gen<"ration and trans· 
port is achi<oved 
6.2 Effect of fuel density 
Th~ dfLOCI of cru.nging the den,ity of til<" f..,.,1 present in- and flowing through- t/.., oozzle is shown in Figure 
6.6 oro Figure 6.6. Table 6.7list!; the Reynolds he,d fOT eodt 'illnulatiofl. os well a, the finol m1lSs flow r.lIe and 
"olume I"klw rare through t/.., no~~le ~xit fa,. ~, ch co"', The d,ta e;..lraded from each simul.llion is romp"'"'" 








Mass Flow Rate liS Time 
- Density: &10 kg I m' 
- - De~ty; 810 kg I m' 
-- D\M1si1)C 620 kg I rn' 
D\M1si1y B30 kg I m' 
--=-._Dond y; 84~ kg I m' 
, '---;-----:--:c----.-~ , , 8 10 
X-Tim. Is) 
'J"bl~ 6,1: H,e,;ulls - Voriolion of d€n&ity 
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• . 2 . n n eT OF f(.f'C "'·NSln 
Volumo Flow RJte V$ Time 
I D<t1>ity. 000 k~ ! m' 
-- Densily; ~1 0 I<.g I m' 
Densily; ~20 ~g I m' 
Oemly ~30 ~~ ! m' 
oV ___ -; ___ ;-__ -; ___ :-'=~~."''"·'"'''·"'"'"''.,,'m~' l 
)' 4 6 8 1D 12 14 
X - Tim. Is) .10-' 
Fig"''''' 6.7: Volume flow rato v •. TIme lOT varying demit)' 
n,e ",",,11, de",ly indic.te thai an increa,e in fuel demity results ill /11 \ Increa,ed mas. flow rate. but a 
",du",d volume flow rate fur the nozzle. This is dll" to mome ntum effects ~nd the 1\\a .. of the . tation ary 
fluid in tn.- nOLde. It i. interesting to note that tilere IS such a deor distinction between ",,,,It. even though 
the difreren<e belwe<ln the most and least rn,noo fuel s tested woo, onl), 6'~,. 
11 tak", longer lOT the greater ma", of fluid to ,o:eJerote to a given velocity than 1[", l€ss dense fluid At any 
given time between the . tart 01 injection and the lull development of cavitation. it was ct:>seryed that the mOTe 
den ... fluid had a les ... r eKit ve!O<.ity than 110" less rn,nse Auid, a mnfirmation 01 the effecl of mumentum On 
development. HCl"Wever. the increose in densi!)" compen ... ted 1m the Teduced exit velocities and r",ulted in 
an ovetall increa.ed mas. flow rate at any given time. 
11 was ct:>served in Figures 6.6. 6.7 Ihat the adwctio<! of VapouT formed by cav itatim\ mechani' Irn i, mO", 
rapid in lower de"' i!)" fluid. than in high de""itl' fluids. To reiterate, vapour lormation OCCUTS after 4.5 I<S. It 
lak"" a further 9.0 I" fur the vapour to reach the exil .nd the flow to attain a 'te~dy . tate when the fluid ha., 
a rn,nsily of 800 kg! rno, a. opprned to 9.5 I" 1m the 845 kg! m' flllid. The lime at whidt cavitation initiation 
occur. i, roughly the .ame in both "' ..... Thi. implies that the vapo", .cc...,l erates dow·n lhe nozT.le quicker 
for "\ower density fuels. This can be expl.ined hy lhe 7"'"'0 drift velocity approxim,tion between the vapour 
and liquid. and the g<ealeT <lCcelerahOn 01 lowe< density fluid through the nozzle. 
6 .2.1 n is( uss ion of si m u I~ [i on a t1 d Lil e Ol'e Lica l resu 1 Ls 
11 i, ob.en'ed that the rna. . weighted average axial velocity deter",ined in FT ,UENT® is always I"" than 
thai predicted by the DJ",.Jjrnensional theory and Nurick·, theOTY. TIn. i, becallS<' the contr,dion coefficient 
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6. FACTORS AFFECTING NOZZLE CAVITATION 6.3. EFFECT OF FUEL VISCOSITY 
seen in the simulations is significantly greater than the theoretical or experimental predictions. A reason for 
this is occurring may be because of the interpenetrating fluid assumption of the mixture model. No definitive 
vapour-liquid interface is present, which makes accurate determination of the contraction coefficient directly 
from simulation results difficult. This lack of a clear interface also allowed the liquid mass to be spread over 
a greater radius at the exit, resulting in lower average exit velocities than that predicted by one-dimensional 
theory or Nurick's theory. 
Both of these theories assume the liquid to exit as a jet core with a clear distinction between fluid phases. 
The difference in liquid jet diameters between the simulation and one-dimensional theory are 6.1%, while 
Nurick's theory predicts a jet that is 8.3% smaller in diameter than the simulation result. Similar differences 
occur for all simulations discussed in this chapter, and is not necessarity highlighted or elaborated on in later 
text. 
6.3 Effect of fuel viscosity 
Figure 6.8 shows the mass flow rate through the nozzle exit for fuels of varying viscosity. A detailed view of 
the mass flow rate for the last 2 J.LS of each simulation is also shown. Table 6.2 presents the simulation output 
data and corresponding predictions. 
Simulation data One-dimensional theory Nurick's theory 
Viscosity Reh FinalMFR Final VFR C c Ve C c Ve C c Ve 
kglmls kg/s CUl3/lOs mls mls mls 
0.001666 44172 5.627e-03 203.37 0.729 493.53 0.638 601.20 0.611 627.85 
0.0020 36795 5.633e-03 203.60 0.721 495.84 0.639 601.20 0.611 628.55 
0.00225 32707 5.621e-03 203.17 0.721 497.28 0.637 601.24 0.611 627.18 
0.0025 29436 5.614e-03 202.93 0.721 499.30 0.637 601.19 0.611 626.49 
0.0030 24530 5.616e-03 202.99 0.717 502.43 0.637 601.19 0.611 626.67 
0.00332 22166 5.615e-03 202.97 0.717 504.32 0.637 601.19 0.611 626.61 
0.0035 21026 5.618e-03 203.06 0.713 505.09 0.637 601.19 0.611 626.88 
0.003735 19703 5.61ge-03 203.08 0.709 506.35 0.637 601.19 0.611 626.97 
Table 6.2: Results - Variation of viscosity 
It is clear from the results that altering the viscosity of the liquid fuel results in substantially varying cavitation 
characteristics. Less viscous fluid, with a higher Reynolds number, tended to cause a less constricted no~le, 
represented by the increased contraction coefficient. It was observed that by reducing the viscosity from the 
base property of 0.00332 kg/m/ s, the vapour that formed at the nozzle entrance reached the exit sooner than 
the that of the more viscous fluid. When the dynamic viscosity was halved, the time that it took for the nozzle 
to reach the "flipped" state was reduced by roughly 1.5 J.LS, which represents nearly 10% of the original flow 
time. 
Similarly, increasing the viscosity from the base property reduced the time. that it took for the advected vapour 
to reach the nozzle exit. However, the effect of increasing the viscosity is substantially smaller than reducing 
it. This could be attributed to the fact that an increase of up to only 12.5% was tested, while viscosities of up 
to 50% less were also tested. 
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6. FACTORS AFFECTING NOllLE CAVITATION 
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Figure 6.9, Varying vi""""ity ~uids ,I 1 = 6.341'S 
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6. FACTOU AffECTI NG NOZZlE CAVITATION 
Figure 6.9 is u",ful in explaining the abovementioned phenomenon. A. seen in Equ~tion 4_9. the 1oc~1 .<>ie 
of vapoW" formation has a square root dependence oo t ite local turbulent kinet", """rgy. It is ob",rved in the 
fig-W"e that the turbulent kindic energy in the r<>gion of vapour formation i, sub.tantially higher for the low 
,isc0<5ity fluid in compari50n to the standard fluid. Simi larl}; when the Vi5COsity of the liquid is rncrea5ed, the 
10<;01 tucbulent kinetic er;crgy dec",a.es_ A similar trend rel.ting the Reynold. number to turbulent kinetic 
energy lio. "'=' oo"er,'ed experimentally [10]. Tile m aximum v.lues observed in the at 6_34 IJ-' ore 38400 
rn' 1.',30600 m' I.' and 31500 tn'/s' for the 0.001666 kglmls, 0.00332 kgl mis, and 0.003735 19-Imls fluids 
respectively. At this !X'int in time, it is therefore expected that the le>wer and higher viscosity fluids are 
underg-oi~ increor.ed vapour formation in comparison to the fluid of standard specifications. The increased 
generation ofv dpOur mass explains the decreaoo intim<l that Hlakes for the "flipped" state to be attained, 
At thi, point, it is worthwhile to note that the standard k--< model tends to o"er-predict the production of 
turbulent kinetic energy, k, when applied to a fle>w-field with impingement [55, 56]. However, since the the 
flow entering the nozzle separates as opposed to striking the nozzle wall, results influenced by turbulent 
kinetic energy should not be heavily affected by this shortcoming of the turbulence model. 
6.4 Effect of vapour surface tension 
The result of .ltering the surface ten.>ion of tt.> liquid was determined for a wide range of surface tensions. 
e;><;h withlll a reasonable rarlge of the a"erag-e diesel p~rty. Figure 6.10 and Tabk 6.3 show no significant 
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Figure 6. 10: Ma.s flow rdte '"s. Tune for varying surface ten<ie>tl 
rlgure 6.10 iUuSirates thot the surface t""';on of the cavittes does not affect the rate of advection of ,·apour 
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6. FACTORS AFFECTING NOZZLE CAVITATION 6.5. EFFECT OF NON-CONDENSABLE GAS FRACTION 
Simulation data One-dimensional theory Nurick's theory 
Surface Tension Reh FinalMFR Final VFR Cc Ve Cc Ve Cc Ve 
N/m kgIs cm3 /30s mls mls mls 
0.015 22166 5.616e-03 202.98 0.721 503.69 0.637 601.19 0.611 626.66 
0.020 22166 5.616e-03 203.00 0.717 503.69 0.637 601.19 0.611 626.70 
0.025 22166 5.615e-03 202.97 0.717 504.32 0.637 601.19 0.611 626.61 
0.030 22166 5.621e-03 203.16 0.717 504.42 0.637 601.19 0.611 627.21 
0.035 22166 5.622e-03 203.22 0.713 504.62 0.638 601.20 0.611 627.38 
Table 6.3: Results - Variation of surface tension 
from the cavitating region. A variation in surface tension has no effect on the mass flow rate through the 
nozzle, and the time at which the vapour reaches the nozzle exit remains unchanged. 
The simulation results in Table 6.3 indicate that a decrease in surface tension results in an increased contrac-
tion coefficient. This suggests that under these conditions less vapour developed in the nozzle throat. This 
result is not repeated in the predictions of one-dimensional theory or Nurick's theory. This result is explained 
by Equation 4.9, which shows that the rate of vapour formation depends on the surface tension. A large 
change in surface tension should significantly change the rate of vapour formation, condition depending. 
6.5 Effect of non-condensable gas fraction 
Figure 6.11 and Table 6.4 outline the results of changing the non-condensable gas fraction of the bulk liquid 
injected through the nozzle. 
Simulation data One-dimensional theory Nurick's theory 
NCG Reh FinalMFR Final VFR Cc Ve Cc Ve Cc Ve 
ppm kgls cm3 /30s mls mls mls 
5 22166 5.628e-03 203.44 0.717 506.38 0.638 601.20 0.611 628.06 
10 22166 5.626e-03 203.36 0.717 505.63 0.638 601.20 0.611 627.80 
15 22166 5.615e-03 202.97 0.717 504.32 0.637 601.19 0.611 626.61 
30 22166 5.592e-03 202.12 0.717 500.19 0.634 601.17 0.611 624.01 
Table 6.4: Results - Variation of non-condensable gas concentration 
The results in Table 6.4 indicate no significant difference in cavitation formation in the nozzle. At this con-
centration of non-condensable gas fraction, the addition of more gas does not severely affect cavitation. It is 
observed that an increase in the NCG fraction results in a slightly lower mass flow rate, suggesting that the 
nozzle becomes slightly more constricted. This is not reflected in the measured coefficient of contraction. 
It is known that the presence of contaminant gases in solution in the liquid can cause an increase in cavitation 
inception pressure. However, for a high-pressure nozzle, it is seen that the effects of turbulence on inception 
pressure are quite substantial. This is clearly a more significant contributor to the increase in inception pres-
sure than the quantity of contaminant gas, particularly in refined diesel fuel which has a very low quantity 
of air dissolved in it. 
It was observed that there was a significant increase in the rate at which the flow-field developed when the 
NCG mass fraction was reduced from 15ppm. When the liquid contained 5ppm of contaminant gas, the 
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Mass Flow Rate vs Time 
Non ~._ gao; ~ PIX'I1 
-- Noo-CO!'Iden>. ~gas; ,O ppm 
--Non-COIlde<lsoble gao: '5 ppm 
Nan-<:<>r>den>ajje gao: :J.O ppm 
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4 6 8 '0 12 '4 
x - l im. {o l x 10-< 
Fi!~~'" 6. n : Mas, flow rate ,.,. . T1m~ fOT vOTy illg nOll-condensable gas mass fraclion 
cavitation vapuur WI>., adv""",,d tu th~ nozz{., e,it in approx imatdy 0.75 1" (.,'" tim" thon when 15ppm NCe 
w"s pre""nt. 
A limitation of th~ cavitation model used in I<LUENrl' is that the non-eonden""b{" II"s froction j, con'id-
erect c'(l!1Stanltruoughout Ih~ OOm"Ul 141· '!he contaminanl S"S, t"",1ed as an iMal gd' by FLUENr1) , odds 
an "rtifidal comprl?SSibUily to the liquict. Th" pressure in lhoe domain not only drives the fluw, but it abo 
c'OIIIpres"" the bubbl"" simulated in ~och c'(lntrol volume, 
The rump""""ibmty of the runtamin,:mt ga""" e'p lo in, the diff"",nce in ""u Its ,hown in Figur~ 6.11. \-\Il",n 
very little eontamin.nt go, is dissolved inlhoe liquid, tlw liquid is more wornpressili[e than when a laW 
mass of NCG is p ..... ent in the fluid. Thi. allow, th~ flow ~) occe{.,rao" mo,-" mpictly w""n " pressure is 
.pplied ot t"" nozz l ~ inlet, and re<~ ll~ indecr~ased flow Mwlopm~nl hm~. 
6.6 Hfeet of nozzle inlet curvature 
1he add ition of a Ii ll ~1 radius on tix' ill iet comeT of lhoe l'IOzzI~ gre"tly affecls Ihe cdvildtion that occurs .... !thin 
the nozzl~. The p """-Su", I,",. aeTIl.' "'" ~ntranc~ to t"" nozzle can be "~b,tantia lly "'ctucw if II", if1lel is 
suilic;"nlly round~ct. It W i'< ob",,,'ed tha t this can I",d to th~ ab:>enc~ of flu,,", ""pdratiun and c"'it.l\ion 
When u-.., inj~t i. not , uffie;"ntly ro~nd~d to ~nti",ly De.'" I"" formation of c"vitation, il h"s the effect of 
delaying I"" onset of ,.apo~r formalion untt! ~'" flu; ct speed around the inlet i., "ufficient to prumote flow 
""!,,,ration. 
Not only d"", "'" time to inception incre.se, but ~le .m(lI.ml of ,'opo~r preS<'nl if1 tJ", nozzkl decreases as the 
-----------------------------._--
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6. FACTO"" AFF[CTI"'" NOZlI.. C~VITATIO" 6.6. EFFECT Of NOZH[ I,,"' " CUIV~'I URO 
inlct r.>diU!' ;""",0",", The decreased pr..ssure 100. allow. the vapour to di"oolve back into the liquid . nu. 
mL"n.9 thai the w7.7.le doesn't attain a 'tatc of "hydrau lic Aip". and there i. no constric tion or loss in flow 
area at the nozzle exit. For tJili; r<"<lOOn, a grcater m",," Aow rate i. obs.,,-v&i through the nozzle when the inlet 
i. rolmd&i. 'This is depictcd in Figurc 6.12. Note that the maSS now role Ihrough the nozzles Ih~1 have on 
inlet fille t are. for all intcm':ve pUTJX""' , identical, 
, 
• • ,, 
< 
; ~ 
" , , 
• ; • • • > , , < ~ 
, ~ 
, , 
Mass Ftow Rate vs Time 
, ; 
x - Time I' ) 
- - I" etrodl .. , o~., 
! - I nlotradius:"~m 
- ''' ot radi us, 2~ ~" 
-- ..... t rO<liu", W~m 
Figure 6,12; Mass flow rate Vli, Tunc for varying inlct r.>diu" 
The diffcrence in the oppcoroncc of the ,-apour .pace at the nozzle entrance io . hown in Figure 6,13. Th""" 
r,,"uit" align well wilh lhe empiric~l predictions made by Nurick regarding the .Iale of nozzle, It is dear 
thai the extenl to which Ihe vapour constric1. U", oou<le and adv""t. down"trcom decrea""" a, the inlet 
fillct ;l'ICrea.e, in • .>diu •. Vapour formation can Cea"" entIrely if the edge i •• uffkiently rounded. The crilkal 
radius for a 150 I,m diametcr l)()z~1c and Rc. of 22'1 66 i, predicted , oo::ording to Equation 3.R, to be 3.6.<1 I,m. 
Equation 3.6 predicts that r>!' fl"w "'p~ra llon can occur when the inlet radius is gre~ter Ihan Zll'm. Hydraulk 
fup cannot occur when the radius i. grealer than 75 I'm, 
Table 6,5 present. the results of the inclu.ion of various inlet corncr fiUc," and the prcdiction, madc by 
Nuri, k'" empirical fOmlulae ond one-dimen, ionol theo<y. 
It was dctc,m incd Ih,]t Nurick'. equati on describing the coefficient oj alntraclion, namely Equation 3.6. de-
• teriorateo in acC lJracy for this expe.-imenlal "",up, When a d of greater than 0.147 i. present, a coeflicicnt 0< 
""n traction of greatc, than 1 i. predicted. Thi. i" 0 phy"icalty impo!!, ible re, ult, . incc 0 C, of unity rep"""nl" 
on unCOn.9tricted A",~. 
For dUo rea,on, jor the c~se when a radilJ9 of Z5 1= w~. used, a coefficien t of contra<tion of greater than 1 i. 
preilicted, In tJili; case, U", C, was considered the ""me a. Uliit for . ingle pha""" although cavitation did occu, 
"" predicted. Thi" is done because the ""po ration and mbsequent throttling elf<'Ct at nozzle entrarKe due to 
the pres.ence oj a Den" con/mcta WaS o"""rved to be minima l, 
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6. FACTORS AFFECTING NOZZLE CAVITATION 6.6. EFFECT OF NOZZLE INLET CURVATURE 
Simulation data One-dimensional theory Nurick's theory 
Inlet radius Reh FinalMFR Final VFR Cc Ve Cc Ve Cc Ve 
J.£m kgls cm3/30s mls mls mls 
0 22166 5.615e-03 202.97 0.717 504.32 0.637 601.19 0.611 626.61 
11 22166 6.706e-03 242.38 0.825 471.26 0.760 601.19 0.737 586.46 
25 22166 6.706e-03 242.38 0.939 481.62 0.760 601.19 1.000 457.20 
63 22166 6.706e-03 242.38 1.000 490.79 0.760 601.19 1.000 457.20 
Table 6.5: Results - Variation of nozzle inlet radius 
6.6.1 Discussion of simulation and theoretical results 
There is an enormous difference between the simulation results and the contraction coefficients predicted by 
theoretical mechanisms. Whereas Nurick's empirical theory accounts for the rounding of the orifice inlet, the 
idealised flow based one-dimensional theory does not. 
One-dimensional theory assumes that a vena contracta will form, regardless of the geometry of the nozzle. 
No flow separation was present when the inlet radius was set at 63 J.'m. It is this fundamental assumption 
that explains the constant coefficient of contraction seen in Table 6.5. Since little or no separation is present 
when the inlet radius is increased up to 63J.'m, the contraction coefficient value predicted by one-dimensional 
theory become less accurate. 
Nurick's theory uses empirical data to formulate correlations between the degree of inlet rounding and de-
creased flow separation. For this reason, the results predicted by the theory reflect more realistic predictions 
for the contraction coefficient than one-dimensional theory. It was however observed that the empirical con-
stants determined for use in Equation 3.6 did not allow for the maximum ratio of inlet fillet radius to diameter 
used in the injector nozzle, and was therefore a cause of erroneous results. 
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6. FACTORS AFFECTING NOZZLE CAVITATION 6.7. TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
6.7 Temperature effects 
It is conjectured that thermal cracking is the mechanism for deposit formation in diesel fuel injectors. At 
temperatures of over 1000oK, chemical decomposition of long-chain hydrocarbons that make up the fuel is 
possible. It is speculated that this phenomenon only occurs upon the collapse of the vapour cavities. The 
generation of a thermal profile for the formation of vapour and the vapour cavity before collapse assists in 
the prediction of the initial temperature of the vapour bubble upon collapse. 
Figure 6.14 shows the temperature distribution within the nozzle after 23 J1.S. Since the vapour was modelled 
as an ideal gas, the time taken for vapour generation and advection increased. However, since the vapour 
development and time-scale of the flow development is the same as for when temperature effects were not 
considered, the result is still considered to be representative and comparable to previous results. 
It was observed that a thermal boundary layer exists along the nozzle wall. The temperature of the fluid 
increases in this region due to the presence of shear stresses in the boundary layer. Most noticeable however 
is the high-temperature region slightly downstream of the region of vapour formation. Again, the presence 
of high shear stresses in this gaseous region are the cause of the temperature increase as the vapour is forced 
to undergo a direction change and advect downstream. The temperature in this region is close to 5OOo K, a 
considerable increase of 1400 K in comparison to the inlet fluid temperature. 
Overall, the average total temperature of the fluid exiting the nozzle was 362.1°K. The static temperature was 
determined to be 472.9°K, representing an increase of llO.8°K of the inlet fluid. This result correlates fairly 
well with MacDonald [21], who recorded a temperature increase of BOOK (with an error margin of ±100K) 
of fluid pressurised to 1500 bar flowing through a fuel-injector. The discrepancy in results can be attributed 
to the simplification of the geometry and decrease in distance between the inlet and outlet, the reduction in 
number of direction changes that the fluid must make, as well as the substantially reduced time-scale over 
which the simulation is performed. All of these factors could affect the exit velocity of the fluid, and therefore 
the increase in static temperature due to increased kinetic energy. 
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7. BO"L[ COl. l. APsE 
7. Bubble collapse 
7.1 Base condition::; 
A general disalssion of th~ coll~p"~ of a Vdp<>Ut "P~ce i. given in this section. Thp Huid propprtirs that 
Mocrib<o ~,e b~s~ cundition. for I""ting ~re given in Appendix F. n,P tcrnp£TatUT'e of the SUTl'O.mding liquid 
w~s 36ifJ<. 
Figur£ 7.1 .hows thn"dius of the id""li,ed vapour space with respect to lim£. Th£ limp duration thM c10psed 
bctwren th£ iniH~ Hon of comp"-"8iun and when the bubble .£.ciwd it. minim\lm diml'T1sions wos opproxi. 
1llil tely OW",1 I'S. Fur mool uf !:hi> time, the bubbl£ w.s ro.l\ldng in nwss b"".\l.., 01 the diffusion of ""pu\lr 
wt of ~,e b\lbbl~ intu the ,urn .. md~ liquid. Th£ oclu.l compression 01 tl", non-cond~n",bl~ gas,," OOC\lrred 
O<l much smdlier time ocole, tll<' durotion of whkh W,," only 0.2029 ns. Th~ b\lbbl~ clearly underg''''' rdpid 
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The time---scales involwd in thp coll"»S<' 01 tM VOp<J\lT space .,.., very ""all. Thi.. i, mdinly due 10 the 
wrg£ pr£ssur£ difrereT><:~ b<otw'-"'n the '""POur and ill< surrounding liquid. Figul"l' 7.2 Mmonstrat£s thot. £v£n 
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7. BunLE COLcC ••• ' •• c, __________________ _ _____ _ _ ~,,','~',.~.~E CONDITIONS 
though the liquid pressure is very ktrge, lhe bubble ""'ponds after it collapses to it5 minimum radius. 1lris is 
because the comp"""ion of the l>ubb\e causes the ga, in the bubble to be compreS&ed to up to 25000 bar. Th~ 
rebound procc;.< occur, OVer a sub5tantially larger tim~ interval th.an the collap .. &tagc. Thi, is because th~ 
liquid resi<1< the expmsion of the bubble The bubbl~ eventually attains an eqUilibrium rad iu< of approxi· 
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Figure 7.2: Ba"" result" ["'-diu., vs Tun~ during collap'" and rebound stages 
The temf"'rature of th~ bubble during the col1lpse ond rebound ph ..... is shown in Figure 7.3. The vcry 
. harp temperature ri.., of the bubble indicates that the bubble undergoes very "'pid compre5<ion. This slow 
rebound PJ'0Ce5' allows for ropid cooling "f the gar.ctl, as the conduction di.tonce i •• mall ond the t~mperature 
difierenc~ between Ie., bubble and Ie., .urrounding liquid i. hi~h. 1he bubble temperature als<> decreasc. dU<l 
to the expan,ion of the ga ses a, the bubble radiu< inc""''''''. o.'erall, it i, predicted that the bubbl~ attalns a 
t~mperature of over l iJOOoK for over 0.1 fIS alld exceeds 3(11)CJ'K for 0.01 "'. 
Figure 7.4 d<'Scribes how the pressure of the bubble incrc.1foCS ond dccrear.ctl in comp ari5(lT1 to the temperature 
of the bubble. It i , clear that the temperature rise during the collap..., pha_ i< <ub>tantially more rapid th.an 
the temperature fall during the rebound pha,.. The line de5cribing the adiab"tic compression proces. from 
the initial temrature to the maximum tempcratUT"C attained i. al,o ..!\own u" the diagram. CompMing 
the gradients of the line" rep""~nting bubble collap"" and the adiabatic curve, it is observed that a. the 
t~mperature of the bubble increa_, the ther!Il(ldynamic sta\o of the bubble chongcs from isothcnn al to 
adiabatic. This illustrates exactly how rapid the compre ... ,ion proc~,,, is, that the bubble con"pse OCCurs 00 
quidly that nearly no eneTgy L, lo.t to the . urrollnd ing liquid. 
'I"Ile velocity of the collapse i. plotted against the temperature o f the bubble in Figure 7.5. 1hc p rocess i, 
represented in an antidockwi sc motion all the graph, starting with a bubbl~ wall velocity of Z~TIl and the 
tcrnpcratuTC cqUllt to 400" J<. Inililtlly, the bubble k"." energy to the surrounding enviromnent due to con_ 
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Figu,e 7.4: Bo,e re6ults: Pressme V5 Tcrnpcratmc 
duction and the diili."ion or v.pour into the surrounding liquid. The ternp"Tattae drop. fairly "pidly c/",e 
10 the liquid temperature because \h(o bubble radius is lorge. The t~mpe<ature then rr.:reases slightly os Ihe 
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7. Buon.: COLlA." 7.2. InK, o r l '<mAl CONl" YIONS 
velocity of the h ,b bl" w,.]1 inc", .. ,,,,, and the work d(me ()!\ Ih . b ubbl. inu. """ 10" m,, ~ n i Illd . ~ "" I ('r Ih,1 n 
tf><> 10101 .,,-,.,rgy 10,1. 
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figure 7.5 : ll."", """ullO: Temperature v, Vel"city 
The velocity of collopse inc",."", r.pidly until the bubble w all attains a velucity eq\hll to that of the s.onic 
velocity of the li quid. No further o~"Cel eralkxl can ''''CUT, and the cOflduciion of mergy away from the bubbk 
!>eCOffi"" duminant until all the vapour is diffused O\ll of Ihe b\l bbte_ The momentum uf mJ.l.p"" is Hry 
high, cau.ing the remaining air in til(' bubble to \lndcrgo rapid camp"""',i"" 1IIld the bubble temperature tu 
quickly increas<'5. n-.c compression otw inc""""" the p,,,,,.ure in the bubble 1II'£I the bubble wall undergoes 
a posiHve oa:eleratic<1. 
1ne m.>dmum temperoture i. attained before tile end of the proc",", of coll.pse ho , been reoched. At thi. 
point. cOflduclion becomc, dorninont even though the bubble i, .till decreasing in size. rhi. is d \l e to thc very 
'mall ",nducti(JJ\ di.tane," and the targe conduction codficient of air 01 high Icmp<,-a tm<_ Th< temperature 
d<'Cteas", during exponsion dlJ(' to c<:J<l<iuction and negotive work laking place on the bubbte. 
7.2 Effect o f initial conditions 
A .tud), was performed to check the """ith-ity of the "",ulb attained to the change initial conditions. 
Tobles 7.1 to 7.S p""",nt the ""'nib of the ,tud)'. A,row. indicate \<'mperature directionality ond "en.siti,--
ity to parameter change;; a red arrow indicates a strong lill k between I I", porarneter and the maximum 
temperature of coltap""" and a btue .rrow indicotes a weak cor",lati<Xl. The following paragraph dabora tes 
the description of the headings used in the ,,,"ults tabl"". 
jnit,~J temperat"", describes the temperoture of the bu bhle a t the end of the di,,,,lulion 'Id~e ,md Ih . St,1 rI of 
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7. B"B' I.~COLLAPSE 7.2. EffECT Of I"JTIAL CO~OlTlON' 
cullap"". Maximum I"'<peralure is the m aximum temperature attained during the enlire collapse ,tag". Tim' 0/ 
mllapsl" is the tolollinw ben",,~n the ",art of the collapse and the Ii"", ot m.~imum temperanlre. the average 
temporollell1peTature gradient i. stated. This describe, the rat~ of increa"" of temperature, and is used to 
better g.ug~ whIch parametenl have the greole!lt effect 0" the temperanlre increase of the bubble. 
The initial coooitions changed are quite ,~lf explanatory, in that ~ach individual condition that mar be altered 
during an experimenlal pl"OCt'dure "' ch,nged while other conditims ore kepi COll,tant. On~ po",ibly ob""ure 
condition altered wos the .urfac~ area coefficient, tlw results of which are , io"wn in T.,le 7.8. This parameter 
represent' a "impl~ attempt tu acrollllt for bubble warping ~nd di>tortioIl of the bilbble suria"", which moy 
koad to ,n inc"''''''' in surface area ov€r which greoleT conductio<\ may oceilr. An m.:reose in the surfare orea 
multiplier frum 1 to 2 describes a ,itu.tion whe", the effechve bubble surface area is doobko that of ° "ph~", 
of the given radius. 
8,,10101* T. ",p_= Iniliil'I<mpor.t= Max T.",p., •• u,.. run< of ,ott.p" dTld. 
K K K M ~M 
~ ~. 4437.5 
j 
O.20Jl 19'11'<1.6 
4111 lli.' ,14.S.4 11.21i2<J -" 
~ J8J5 "'156.4 0.2017 27987.5 
W ~, -, 0.2.:126 ~mX)2 
Table 7.1; Varialion of void initi al tempeTatu", 
rn .. ur. Inih.l T.mp.ratKr. Mn Ternp«al"", 11rne of ""H.p," JTM, ,,, K K "' .~  
~ m., 5HU 
j 
"= -, 
~ m, 514804 0.2029 23482.0 
" 384JI ~183.5 !l.2!117 ~n, 
L.,]{() -, 521Y.Y 0200;i 24125-4 
Table 7.2' VariatiUl of liquid pressme 
O.",lty lni.i.t Tomp ... turo M.x Terop«'t.", 11",. of <ullap<. dTld!_ 
""'" K K "' Kino "" ~, 514.,.5 j 
11.1992 -" 
"" ~" 51.f7.1 0. 2011 236'}[).7 ,~ lli.' 5141\.4 0.2029 23482.0 
00 ~" 51~Y.l 0.2()(7 23277.~ 
Table 7.3: Voriotion of tiquid den.ity 
ViIO<05i!y Initio! T. mp«. t.", M • • T''''peroll,,,, llm~ of roHap" dTldt 
kg""" K K "' ~ 
lum M6 m f<lI!7.6 "~ 28092.9 
0 00225 =, 5768.4 11.21130 2£&28.0 
".~ m 1iJ;3'u "- 24411.8 
".~ 
~, 5148.4 1l.2!llY 23482.0 
0.1103133 J83.7 ~91)1.3 0.2029 22267.2 
Table 7.4; Variolion of liquid vi "<,<",ily 
CE"TIlE FOR R 'SEA KCH "" COMPUAT IONAL AM' AprLlED M EC,.,ANIC, 
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7. BUnl. COLlAPSE 7.1. ll''''CT 0' ' NlnAI. CO"U"WNS 
~~rf'C< _.ion initiol Temp"atuu Max Tempe'"t"", lime of <oll.~ dT!d! 
N!m K K ~ ~. 
0.015 ~, 51 ~5.5 
I 
O.2()29 -. 
0.02, m .' ~1-l8 . .j O.~ 23482.0 
"~ w., 5151.1 0.2029 2:wJ58 
Table 7.5: Variotion of liquid OUTface t~nsion 
NCG Initiol Temp. rotur. M .. T ,mp<'"tun lim. of <oH.p" dT/dt 
",m K K ~ ~., 
• 37,;.Z -.. j 0.1407 23375.7 " w., 5148.4 O.~ Z3482.0 
" 405.Z 56Z';.2 O.2!'i511 20412.1 
Table 7.6; Variation of t1Ol1-condenSJ.b le gas (NeG) mass frilCtion 
Initi.l rodi .. Initi.l t omperature M .. nmperatur< TIme of <oll'p'" dTidt 




" 37O.A 2100.1 0.0920 18842.1 ,.. 383.7 5148.4 0.2()Z9 23482.0 
• .~95.7 &160.4 0.Z951 20561\.4 
Table 7.7: Variation of initial bubble radiu. 
Surbco "n,. muHiplier Initial Temperotu ... Max Temper.hlt. TIme "c collap" dT/dt 
K K "' ~"' 
~, 5J.l1I.4 
I "~ r,~~ 369.2 ~" 0.2028 2526;2.0 ~, ~ .• 0.= 2'i856.0 2.5 
Tobie 7.8: Variation of bubbl ~ 'UTfac~ orea 
It has 00cn observed \h.,t the variables that have the mo.t proiound ~ffect on the maximum t~ml""alllrto 
attained fo!" the col lap"" of 0 .pheri<:al vopour .paa. are the initial bubble tem""rature, liquid vis<o<;.lty, the 
non-condensable gas mass fr,"I<tion ond !he initial bubble radius. 
n,., initiall;ernperalure difftore"", betwe~n bubble and liquid had a great effect on the tem""rature inc",a", of 
the bubble. The time of colla"",, d""reaocd as the initial temperature in<:rCilscd. The maximum temperature 
of collapse increi\!lCd aca1rdingly. This factur is, h<""",''''', difficu lt to C(llltn~ as it is ~ function of the flow in 
the nozzle and not ~ phy.kal parameter that can be alte",d. 
Redu.:ing the vis<osity of the liquid call resull in a 'igniflCant in<:reasc in the collap"" temperature. The 
viscosity has ~ pn>found effect on the accd~rotion of the bubble wall: a reduced vi"""ity liquid will cau"" 
less deceleratt(x, of the wall and result IJ"I a smaller bubble up",' collapse. This also influeJ1<Xs lhe rate of 
lemperature in<:reaoc by 0 considerable margin. The r.te of temperoture ri"e for a bubble immen;ed in a 
low v;sq,.ity liquid is .igni~Clmtly higher than that collapsing in a viscous fluid. ConveTSely; increasing the 
viOC"OSity will resull in a ",ducrion the m,udmum temperature of coll"J'S<' becousc Ihe minimum radius of th<o 
bubble collapse io< increased. 
The initial mo"" of contamin"!llt ga."" remai n' the "'me throughout the culla~"" ~ruce,,",. WI ... n tl"l< volume 
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7. BU •• '.I] toLCAPS' 
of the go",,' decrea",., the p"".ure eXp<'rierH:ed by bubble upo!l collap"" decreases. The ","u lt is a d"Cl""," 
in (eml"'r,tur". Til<' lime uf collapse also decreases significantly, becau"" th" prc,"sure uf til<' bubble dues nol 
res;"t the influence of the liquid_ V"hen th" m"". (and volum,,) of non-condensable gases was increased, th" 
maximum tempemture iUld rote 01 t"mP"'",ture ,,"" increa"'-'C\, 
The initial rodi"" of the coUapsing bubble ho. 0 .ignificant " fleet on the maximum temperature achieved_ 
Tw" factoro are mfluencing this result nomely th., volume of contaminMlt gases tra pped in the bubble and 
til<' momentum of the wHop""_ 0.''''"011, the larger the bubble, the larger the volume of contaminiUlt go""s 
pre,..nt after the vapour condenses ou t 01 til<' void. Furthermore, since there is more oir present at the smrt of 
collap"", the momentum of the col lop &ing gas i. greater, resulting in a greater comp=sion of the g'""" . Thi , 
culminates in 0 considernbl" inore,,,,, in rate 01 temperature increase as ,,,,,11 0' the maximum tem peTOture 
of collapse. It wo , ot"",,",,,ed that, in bubbles that were smon enough, v"'Y low temperotmes of the order "I 
500"K, th ,t is bel"w that of the thermal cracking morgin, '''''''' ottoined. 
Variation in liquid p",.sure, liquid d"nsity, surface t<>noion and bubble surface area all showed marginal 
differences in "'"u Its_ Li quid pressure. were altered to simulate U", elfect of increased combustion cylind"r 
pr=ure due t" tmbocharging. The limits of fuel s pecificotio", for der""t)"OO ourfoce ten.ion w.,,-e l""ted, 
An in,,,,,,,,,, in pre.sure, density, surface tension os well os surf""e are, , ll .howed directional increases in 
the mox imum temperature of collapse_ 
The result of oltering the bubbl" ourface area is quile counter-intuitive_ It 'ppe"'s that the temperature history 
of the bubble nos ploy. 0 mojor role In the maximum co llop"" temper,ture, 
" , 
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Figure 7.6: Tempernture ni stor)' fOT v_"ou •• uriace area Dlultipliers (g,A-M,) 
A bubble with a loeger surfac" are, 1"'0 , Ie.,.". temperature upon the ;ni~otion of the coHopse ,tage, ,ince 
it 1,_, mo", en"rgy by conduction; conversely, the smoUer oceo bubble r"t,ins more energy sin,e it is more 
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7. B" •• ,.' COI.I.APSE 7.2. EFFE'" ,"''''T!A I. "oND!T1DNS 
T . mperalure hisK"<y lor var;;ng surtaco ar" . 
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hgure 7.i; Tom~""r"\lJr~ hi5tory for vo,iou . "u,bce dred multiplierS (S,A.M, ) (enlarged) 
inwlaled. U ~Xln lhio common,em.,.-,t oi milaI-""'. the temp erature 01 the bigger bubble inc!""""" "lmos t im· 
mediately. ,ince it is i, noar tho liq uid tomp"ol",e. '1 he $1'11011 are . buhble ,till has a relatively large neS'"tiw 
cmdw.:tion tem p"mtlJ '~ g,,'dj~nt ond continue. to 10"" heat to the ,uHmlnding liqu id by conduction. TIle 
tem~.,.mllJ!~ of lh~ laTg~ orea buht>le ,!Xln increases to • temperature gre"ler thim lhat of lh~ smo II Ofoa bub_ 
bJ<. .• ,"; tk "",ul Hng in"e~,e in pressure cou"", 0 gredter fjnallem~"'l'OtlJ ,. , 
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8. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS 
8. Overview of Results 
The following are the conclusions can be drawn from the simulations of cavitation of diesel fuel in axisym-
metric nozzles and the subsequent collapse of idealised spherical vapour spaces. 
8.1 Prediction of cavitation in nozzles 
Cavitation was present in all conditions predicted by both one-dimensional theory and Nurick's nozzle the-
ory. Simulations predict discharge coefficients in the region of 0.68. This result correlates fairly well with 
experimental work and computational simulations. 
Although it produced unrealistic results for certain ratios of inlet radius to nozzle diameter, Nurick's theory 
provided good forecast of the coefficient of contraction and exit velocity for nozzles with filleting on the 
inlet comer. However, the predicted results for sharp inlet nozzles did not correlate well to the simulation 
results. This is because the estimated coefficient of contraction for this condition is always set equal to the 
theoretical minimum of 0.611. One-dimensional theory, based on ideal conditions using Bernoulli's theorem, 
produced more representative trends than Nurick's theorem. Although the predicted figures did not match 
those produced in the simulations, the directional trends of the exit velocity of the fluid and the coefficient of 
contraction were similar. When applied to predict cavitation in nozzles with rounded edges, one-dimensional 
theory predicted cavitation that, in reality, was not present. This is because the basic assumptions include 
one describing a choked nozzle. 
Overall, it is concluded that Nurick's theory best represents flow in nozzles that have inlet curvature, while 
one-dimensional theory is best applied to predict sharp-orifice flows. 
8.2 Fuel parameters affecting cavitation formation 
The physical description of the cavitation area, described by the coefficient of contraction, does not depend 
greatly on the fluid properties. Cavitation occurs in the nozzle for all range of fuel properties and the overall 
severity of it remains relativity constant for each property difference. This confirms the observation that 
cavitation is a pressure-driven phenomenon. 
A degree of control over the amount of vapour present in the nozzle is possible by altering the viscosity and 
the fluid surface tension. By decreasing the magnitude of both these properties, it is predicted that the cross-
sectional area of the liquid flowing through the nozzle will increase slightly, and the volume of vapour in the 
nozzle correspondingly will decrease. 
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8. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS 8.3. PHYSICAL PARAMETERS AFFECTING CAVITATION FORMATION 
Therefore, for the entire spectrum of fuel properties allowed according to the EN590 specification for diesel 
fuel, cavitation will occur for this geometry under the given conditions of high pressure, low temperature 
flow. 
8.3 Physical parameters affecting cavitation formation 
The pressure difference between the fluid upstream and downstream of the nozzle throat is the driving in-
fluence for cavitation in nozzles. 
The inlet radius can have a significant effect on the severity of cavitation present in a fuel injector nozzle. 
Increasing the inlet radius reduces the pressure loss across the nozzle inlet, resulting reduced cavitation The 
coefficient of contraction is increased and volume of vapour present in the nozzle is significantly reduced. 
The "hydraulic flip" can be avoided by introducing a fillet to the entrance of a sharp-orifice nozzle. 
8.4 Fuel parameters strongly affecting nozzle flow development 
It was observed that the fuel density and viscosity affect the rate at which flow develops in the nozzle and at 
which vapour flows down the nozzle. The fluid surface tension and non-condensable gas fraction have no 
effect. 
It is possible to make a sharp-edged nozzle reach a "steady-state" condition more rapidly through the use of 
a low density, low viscosity fuel. The nozzle precipitation and advection of cavitation vapour is accelerated. 
8.S Accuracy of measurement devices 
Fuel injectors are approximated as constant volume-flow-rate devices. The simulation results reveal the 
second-order variations that are present. 
When the working fluid is a low density fuel, there is an increase in the volume flow rate and a decrease in 
the mass flow rate of the liquid at the exit during steady-state conditions. Conversely, when a high density 
fuel is used, the exiting fluid has a decreased volume flow rate and an increased mass flow rate at steady-state 
conditions. This phenomenon is attributed to the momentum of the fluid, the greater mass of fluid requiring 
more time to accelerate to a certain velocity than the less dense and smaller mass of fluid. 
The fluid momentum effect has important implications for injection events that occur for very short dura-
tions. An example of such a situation is a pilot injection, which typically lasts for durations of 0.2 ms. For 
this short interval, it is possible that the total mass of a lower density fuel injected may be equal to that of a 
higher density fuel. 
Lowering the fuel viscosity greatly accelerates the advection of vapour down length of the nozzle, resulting 
in a greater volume of fuel being discharged from the nozzle in the first 14.5 p.s of simulated injection. 
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8. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS 8.6. PARAMETERS AFFECTING CAVITATION BUBBLE COLLAPSE 
8.6 Parameters affecting cavitation bubble collapse 
According to the idealised collapse model, the fuel parameters that have the greatest influence on the collapse 
of the vapour space present in the nozzle are the liquid viscosity and the volume of contaminant gas present 
in the liquid. Decreasing the viscosity of the fuel or increasing the volume of non-condensable gas will result 
in elevated temperatures when collapse occurs. The former will cause a more rapid rate of temperature 
increase, while the latter results in a more gradual increase in temperature. 
The initial temperature and radius of the bubble also greatly affect the maximum temperature experienced 
during collapse. An average initial temperature elevated above the temperature of the surrounding liquid 
can result in greatly increased temperatures of collapse, due to an increase in the rate of collapse. The initial 
radius of the bubble has a Significant effect on the maximum collapse temperature due to its effect on the 
volume of NeG present in the bubble and the momentum of the collapsing bubble. Increasing the initial 
radius results in greatly increased collapse temperatures. 
8.7 Probability of deposition due to thermal cracking 
According to the hypothesis presented in this dissertation, two criteria need to be satisfied for thermal crack-
ing to occur in diesel fuel injectors, namely 
1. cavitation must occur, and 
2. the collapse of the resultant void space must cause temperatures the bubble to exceed approximately 
lOOOOK. 
The literature has suggested that cavitation may occur on the upper or lower surface of the nozzle. The fillet 
radius at and between these positions varies between 63 IJm and approximately 0 IJm. It has been shown that 
varying degrees of cavitation occur between these extremes and it is likely that cavitation does occur during 
the injection process. 
Simulations suggest that a localised temperature of up to 5OO0 K may be present in vapour that forms near 
the wall of the injector nozzle during the injection process. Dependant on the severity of the cavitation and 
the position of the gas, this local temperature may drop to between 3600 K and 4OO0 K. It is apparent that local 
temperatures in the nozzle due to flow phenomena such as viscous heating are not high enough to promote 
thermal cracking. 
An idealised collapse model predicts that temperatures in excess of lOOooK are easily attained for durations 
in excess of O.lns for fuel with conservative physical properties. Were the fuel to be of extremely low viscosity 
or to have a large quantity of contaminant gas dissolved in it, this effect would be greatly exacerbated. 
It was observed that the temperature of a collapsing void space can easily exceed that required for thermal 
cracking to occur. The time scale of the collapse is very small, but since the cracking mechanism is chemically 
simple (it occurs in one step), the decomposition of long-chain hydrocarbons that make up fuel is quite 
probable. Additionally, the number of injection events per second is large which may result in the production 
of many smaller, more reactive polymer chains. These could attach to the walls of the injector and promote 
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8. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS 8.7. PROBABILITY OF DEPOSITION DUE TO THERMAL CRACKING 
further deposition; a similar process is described in the literature [18]. It is this mechanism of continuous 
deposition that results in the deposits seen in Figure 1.1. 
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Based on the conclusions drawn in the previous chapters and the literature, the author suggests further op-
portunities for worthwhile research around this topic that were outside the scope of research for this project. 
9.1 Obtain experimental data 
Experimentally determine the extent of deposition and the influence of fuel properties. The effect of the alter-
ation of critical fuel parameters on injector fouling should be determined. It should be ascertained whether 
any fuel additives that may effectively reduce nozzle deposition exist. 
9.2 Refine computation model 
It is seen in the literature that the effect of the grid size, turbulence model and discretisation schemes se-
lected can all have an effect on the predicted discharge coefficient of a three-dimensional injector model. 
An investigation into their effect on two-dimensional axisymmetric models should be conducted, and the a 
determination of the best selection of parameters should be made. 
The current study considers the vapour pressure of diesel to be constant. This has been described previously 
in the literature to give representative results, although it is not entirely accurate as a substantial temper-
ature variation can exist within the nozzle. It may be worthwhile exploring the inclusion of the effect of 
temperature dependency on the fluid vapour pressure. 
9.3 Investigate injector needle effects 
The literature suggests that the reseating of the injector needle may have an effect on cavitation in the injector 
nozzle. Ideally, the effect of the needle lifting and reseating in the injector on cavitation formation in the 
nozzle should be determined. This investigation should include 
1. the jetting effect that the needle may produce on the flow as the needle is about to reseat, and 
2. the possibility of rupture of fluid that remains in the nozzle and sac due to the momentum of the fluid 
leaving the nozzle. 
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS 9.4. INVESTIGATE INJECTOR GEOMETRY 
9.4 Investigate injector geometry 
It has been suggested in the literature that nozzle geometry can have a profound effect on cavitation and 
bubble collapse. An investigation into the control of cavitation through the use of geometrical parameters 
should be conducted. The investigation should include determining the effect of 
1. nozzle length 
2. inlet curvature 
3. orifice taper 
These investigations should determine whether fuel parameters change the degree to geometric parameters 
affect cavitation. The investigation regarding orifice taper should seek to quantify the degree of nozzle conic-
ity required to prevent the formation of cavitation phenomena. 
9.5 Investigate injection parameter control 
An investigation should be performed to determine whether the control of the liquid fuel inlet tempera-
ture has any Significant effect on cavitation in the injector. It is s eculated that the injection pressure has a 
great effect on cavitation, but whether any increase in cavitation is present for conditions above the tested 
injection pressures currently is unknown. Conclusions will de drawn from performing both computational 
simulations and experimental work. 
9.6 Produce a more comprehensive model 
It would be useful to produce a three-dimensional model approximating the effect of the needle and sac on 
the cavitation in the nozzle. This model could be used to determine effect of needle seating and non-uniform 
inlet fillet radius on cavitation in the nozzle during the injection event and immediately after the needle has 
reseated. 
9.7 Experimentally determine the contaminant gas fraction 
Whilst conducting this research, it was observed that the volume of non-condensable gases is critical in 
the accurate determination of maximum temperatures present during collapse of a vapour void space. The 
magnitude of this volume is unknown for local conditions, and should be experimentally determined. 
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A. THE CAVITATION PHENOMENON 
A. The Cavitation Phenomenon 
The following chapter describes, in detail, the causes and factors involved in the cavitation effect. Physi-
cal and experimental observations, as well as the mathematics used to describe the cause for, and factors 
involved in, bubble formation, are discussed. This chapter consists mostly of a summary of the text by C. 
Brennen [25], and will not be referenced further in this chapter. Summary of other text is, where necessary, 
distinguished by reference. 
Causes of phase change 
There are two main factors that can initiate a phase change in a fluid. These are a sudden decrease in pressure 
or an increase in temperature. In both cases, phase change may occur locally and not affect the whole fluid 
environment as only regions in the fluid may reach its tensile strength. These phenomena are described 
below: 
1. Cavitation is the process of rupturing a liquid by a decrease in pressure at a roughly constant liquid 
temperature. A liquid at constant temperature could be subjected to an absolute pressure lower than its 
saturation vapour pressure. Fluid rupture occurs when the pressure difference between the absolute-
and vapour- pressures is greater than the tensile strength of the fluid at that specific temperature. 
2. Boiling is the process of rupturing a liquid by an increase in temperature at a roughly constant pressure. 
A liquid at constant pressure can be subjected to a temperature exceeding its saturation temperature. 
Nucleation 
Nucleation describes the mechanism involved with the inception of cavitation. Two types of nucleation exist, 
namely homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation. 
Heterogeneous nucleation describes the case where the point of weakness, and therefore rupture, of a fluid 
occurs between a solid surface and the liquid. The described solid may be the surface that contains the liquid, 
or particles that are suspended in the liquid. It is this nucleation mechanism best describes that expected in 
nozzle flows. 
Homogeneous nucleation occurs when thermal motions within the liquid form microscopic voids. These 
voids act as points of weakness for the fluid, and can rupture and grow into macroscopic bubbles. Heteroge-
neous nucleation occurs at a boundary interface between the liquid and a solid wall or contaminant particles 
suspended within the fluid. 
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A. THE CAVITATION PHENOMENON 
In fuel, dissolved gases and microscopic particles that pass through fuel-filters will act as nucleation sites [21]. 
Microscopic surface geometry has a great effect on nucleation, and surface imperfections can act as nucleation 
sites. Due to the hydrodynamic flow in a system, some regions in the domain will have the optimum geome-
try to promote bubble growth. As the pressure in the flow regime decreases below the vapour pressure, more 
areas become capable of generating and releasing bubbles into the flow. 
Residence time effects also playa role in the formation of cavitation bubbles. For the growth of a bubble 
nucleus to a reasonable size, it is required that the nucleus experiences the low pressure for a reasonable 
length of time. Should the microscopic bubble be swept into a region of higher pressure, it is conceivable that 
it may decrease in size and play no further role in cavitation inception. 
The effect of contaminant gas 
A further cause of nucleation is the presence of contaminant gases that reside within the liquid. These mi-
croscopic bubbles exist in all liquids, as deaeration techniques are not able to remove all gas impurities. 
The contaminant gas acts as a point of weakness in the fluid, and increases the likelihood of localised fluid 
rupture. 
In an ideal flow, the inception of cavitation occurs when the local pressure reaches the vapour pressure of the 
liquid. However, in a well degassed liquid, it is possible that cavitation may only occur at pressures below 
the vapour pressure. Conversely, in a liquid containing a large quantity of contaminant gas, the pressure at 
which a gas bubble grows could be very much higher than the vapour pressure. 
The viscous effects on the inception of cavitation 
In a viscous flow system, the minimum pressure experienced in the flow domain will depend on the Reynolds 
number, which means that the cavitation pressure is also dependant on the Reynolds number. Most flows 
are both turbulent and unsteady, so both free- and forced- shedding of vortices occur. 
The pressure at the centre of a vortex may reach values well below the mean pressure of the flow. The 
implication of this is that cavitation may begin at a transient vortex centre as the pressure there drops below 
the vapour pressure. 
Conclusion 
In summary, the reasons for cavitation inception pressure to be different from vapour pressure are as follows: 
1. The existence of a tensile strength (pressure difference) can cause a reduction in cavitation inception 
pressure 
2. Residence time effects can cause a reduction in cavitation inception pressure 
3. The presence of a contaminant gas can cause an increase in cavitation inception pressure 
4. Steady viscous effects due to the dependence of vapour pressure on Reynolds number can cause the 
cavitation inception pressure to be a function of the Reynolds number 
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A. THE CAVITATION PHENOMENON A.I. RAYLEIGH-PLESSET EQUATION FOR SPHERICAL BUBBLES 
5. Turbulence effects can cause an increase in cavitation inception pressure 
During the conduction of experiments, is is important to maintain the following parameters in order to have 
complete control over the cavitation and vapour development in the system: 
t. The cavitation number 
2. The Reynolds number 
3. The bulk liquid temperature 
4. The liquid quality, including the number and nature of the free-stream nuclei, the amount of dissolved 
gas and the free-stream turbulence 
5. The quality of the solid, bounding surfaces, including roughness, and the porosity or pit population 
A.1 Rayleigh-Plesset equation for spherical bubbles 
The generalised Rayleigh-Plesset equation for bubble dynamics is described as follows: 
where P"el indicates pressure terms due to the bubble wall velocity 
Pgas indicates pressure terms due to the gas inside the bubble 
Pext indicates external pressure terms 
P"iB indicates pressure terms due to viscosity 
Psur indicates pressure terms due to surface tension 
(At) 
The above equation is derived from the Navier-Stokes equation in spherical coordinates. It takes the conser-
vation of mass into account by relating the volume rate of production of vapour to the rate of increase in the 
size of the bubble. A dynamic boundary condition relating the pressure inside the bubble to the bubble sur-
face tension is also considered. Equation At has been described in such a manner as to emphasise pressure 
terms that accelerate (P"el, Perct, Psur) or decelerate (P"is, Pgas ) the bubble wall [39]. 
Several assumptions and simplifications are made in the formation of Equation At. Firstly, it is assumed that 
the far-field temperature is constant. The far-field pressure Poo(t) is a known input, as it controls the expan-
sion and collapse of the bubble. Compressibility effects are negated by assuming the density of the liquid PL 
to be constant. The dynamic viscosity is also assumed uniform and constant. The bubble is considered to be 
homogeneous in nature, so the temperature and pressure PB(t) inside the bubble are uniform. 
Considerations for the contents of the bubble are also made. The presence of contaminant gas is accounted 
for in the second term on the left hand side of Equation At. It is assumed that no mass transfer of the 
contaminant gas from the bubble to the surrounding fluid, and that thermal effects can be ignored. This 
implies that bubble formation is due to pressure and viscous effects, rather than due to temperature effects. 
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A. THE CAVITATION PHENOMENON A.2. BUBBLE GROWTH 
The gas in the bubble is also considered to be polytropic in nature; k = 1 describes an isothermal bubble, 
while k = 'Y describes adiabatic behaviour. 
It is interesting to note that the only viscous contribution to the Rayleigh-Plesset equation is due to the bound-
ary condition at the surface of the bubble. 
A.2 Bubble growth 
Bubble growth can be due to mass diffusion, thermali,non-equilibrium, convective and surface-roughening 
effects. 
Diffusion of gases between the liquid and the bubble are a primary cause of change in mass of the bubble. 
Diffusion of vapour and contaminant gases may occur, although the diffusion of contaminant gases occurs 
only in minute quantities, which may be significant over very small time intervals. This diffusion is impor-
tant, as each microbubble acts as a nucleation site for cavitation inception. Another mass diffusion effect is 
the change in ambient pressure. This can lead to bubble growth even in a non-saturated liquid. 
An "inertially controlled II bubble is one that experiences a change in form in the absence of any significant 
thermal effects. Thermal effects become significant over longer time intervals, as opposed to the mass dif-
fusion effects which are important at the inception of cavitation. This is because in an inertially controlled 
bubble, the thermal boundary layer thickness is assumed to be very small. Over long time intervals, the ther-
mal terms in the Rayleigh-Plesset equation exceed those of the inertial, gaseous, viscous and surface tension 
terms. 
The rate of bubble growth is affected heavily by the thermodynamic properties of the fluid. The rate of bubble 
growth is influenced heavily by the thermodynamic properties of the fluid; therefore, as the temperature of 
the working fluid changes, one can expect the rate at which cavitation occurs to change. This is because a 
change in temperature affects not only the physical properties of the fluid, but also the pressure at which 
cavitation inception occurs. 
Non-equilibrium effects exist when the liquid at the bubble interface is not in thermal equilibrium with the 
vapour contained within the bubble. This effect is significant when there is a large discontinuity at the 
interface. Such may occur near the end of a bubble collapse. 
Convective effects describe the heat transfer due to the relative motion between the bubble and the sur-
rounding liquid. If the pressure difference between the vapour pressure of the fluid and the free-stream is 
significantly greater than the multiple of the volume fraction of the liquid and the liquid density, then the 
convective heat transfer effects will delay the onset of thermal growth. 
Surface roughening effects describe the heat transfer at the bubble surface due to the formation of an insta-
bility at the surface. This occurs when the surface becomes rough and turbulent, which increases the surface 
area of the bubble and increases heat transfer across the surface interface. 
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A. THE CAVITATION PHENOMENON A.3. BUBBLE COLLAPSE 
A.3 Bubble collapse 
Cavitation bubble collapse is a significant topic of discussion. The collapse of a vapour-filled bubble in a 
fluid is often violent and causes much damage to the surrounding material. High velocities, pressures and 
temperatures are often present in this event. 
Collapsing bubbles do not remain spherical. However, spherical analysis is often useful to gauge the max-
imum possible values of fluid properties such as pressure and temperature that could be attained in such 
an event. The cause of the actual event experiencing lower temperatures and pressures than the spherical 
bubble case is that the point of the collapse is dispersed as opposed to being focused. Factors such as the 
diffusion of gas from the liquid into the bubble or vice versa, as well as liquid compressibility, reduce the 
magnitudes of properties experienced during bubble collapse. Compressibility itself has a tendency greatly 
to reduce the velocity of collapse. 
The difference between idealised calculations and a real condition is described in the following example: 
According to the ideal spherical bubble calculations, the collapse of a bubble of size 100 times that of its 
nucleation size and with a nucleation partial pressure of 1 bar would result in a maximum collapse pressure 
of 1x1010 bar and a maximum temperature 4x1Q4 times greater than the ambient temperature. Clearly, this 
would not occur in a real, physical case. 
Another factor that complicates collapse is the presence of non-condensable gas or thermal effects. This is 
because the pressure within the bubble can no longer be treated as constant. While there exists some gas 
that will decelerate the collapse of a bubble, fluid compressibility does not have a major role in the bubble 
dynamics. It does however have a significant effect on the formation of shock waves formed when the bubble 
rebounds after collapse. This is because of the propagation of a pressure pulse directed away from the bubble 
after it has reached its minimum size. Lastly, it has also been noted that surface tension and viscosity do not 
have a major effect in bubble collapse. 
A.3.t Thermal effects 
It is important to note that the collapsing bubbles can experience thermal effects early in the collapse in a 
similar manner to that experienced in bubble growth. Even though these effects may be negligible for most 
of the phase of collapse, they do have a significant effect during the final stage of collapse, At this point, 
the contents of the bubbles become highly compressed due to the inertia of the surrounding fluid. Both the 
pressures and temperatures predicted during a spherical bubble collapse are very high. 
The non-condensable gas in the bubbles is assumed to behave adiabatically because of the very short time 
that elapses during collapse. It has been shown that heat transfer between the gas and the liquid is important 
because of the very small distances and large temperature gradients involved. 
In an experiment, the details of which are unknown, it has been predicted that a bubble centre of a spherical 
bubbles may reach temperatures as high as 88000 K during the phase of collapse. Other predictions describe 
temperatures of 67000 K and pressures of 848bar. The interface temperature between the bubble and sur-
rounding fluid has been estimated to be at 34000 K for the latter case. 
Other effects of importance include the inter-diffusion of gas and vapour within the bubble, which may 
cause a build-up of non-condensable gas at the interface. This means that the vapour must diffuse through 
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A. THE CAVITATION PHENOMENON A.3. BUBBLE COLLAPSE 
the non-condensable gas in order to condense on the interface. 
A.3.2 Chemical effects 
Energy transfer present during cavitation bubble collapse breaks down long-chain hydrocarbon molocules 
into short-chain hydrocarbons, such as methane, and hydrogen. This assists in reducing combustion time, 
but also results in decreased combustion temperatures and reduced nitrous oxide production. Hydroxyl 
radicals, responsible for the decomposition of carbon double-bonds, are also released. [21] 
These effects are most readily observed when cavitation is induced inside fuel droplets. This can be achieved 
by forcing the droplets to exit the nozzle orifice at supersonic speeds. [21] 
A.3.3 Bubble shape 
There are three main stages to bubble collapse in a stationary fluid: 
1. The initial inward acceleration of the bubble due to the difference between the bubble surrounding fluid 
(Poo > Pv). 
2. A stage of greatly increasing inwards acceleration, which occurs prior to the period of significant com-
pression within the bubble, due to external pressures and surface tension effects 
3. The rebound stage, where the acceleration is very large in the outwards direction 
All vapour bubbles that collapse to a size several orders of magnitude less than their maximum size produce 
a cloud of smaller bubbles upon collapse. This phenomenon occurs over an extremely small time-scale. Fur-
thermore, it is important to note that fluid flow effects will cause the bubbles to deform and will significantly 
alter the effect experienced during bubble collapse. 
A.3.4 Cavitation damage 
It is widely recognised that cavitation bubble collapse near a solid surface is a major cause of damage to solid 
materials. During the collapse stage, both highly localised, large amplitude shock waves and micro-jets are 
generated within the bubble. 
When this collapse occurs near a surface, very highly localised and transient stresses are generated within the 
material. Repetition of this loading causes material fatigue, leading to surface failure. The result of cavitation 
is the surface material flaking off the wall. Soft materials have a tendency to form a pitted surface when 
cavitation wear takes place. 
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B. INITIAL CALCULATIONS 
B. Initial Calculations 
B.l Treatment of fluid phases 
Consideration of fluid compressibility is paramount for flow involving high velocities. However, information 
outlining the sonic velocity for very high-pressure diesel fuel is scarce. 
B.l.l Liquid 
The speed of sound for fluid in a liquid phase can be determined by its bulk modulus and density: 
C£luid = ~ (B.l) 
The bulk modulus of diesel liquid increases considerably as the liquid pressure increases. A linear increase 
in bulk modulus from 1400 MPa to 1750MPa is observed as pressure increases from 0 MPa to 30 MPa [57). At 
the outlet, a bulk modulus of approximately 1475 MPa is expected, which equates to a sonic velocity of 1333 
mls for diesel assuming a constant specific gravity of 0.830. 
Additionally, diesel fluid at 60°C compressed to 2 MPa and 10 MPa have speed of sound values of approx-
imately 1210 mls and 1250 mls respectively [11]. The pressures involved in nozzle flow are expected to 
be around 1500 bar at the inlet and 50 bar at the outlet, with an average of roughly 750 bar. Using linear 
interpolation estimates of the sonic velocity at these pressures are 1950 mis, 1490 mls and 1575 m/s. These 
values may be underestimates, since the trend is that at higher pressures the difference between the value of 
the sonic velocity increased as the pressure increased at a constant rate [11]. They do however correlate well 
with that determined by Equation B.1. 
Using Bernoulli's equation for inviscid, incompresSible, irrotationai, laminar flow (Equation B.2), an approx-
imation of the expected outlet velocity can be determined. This can serve as a worst case determination for 
the compressibility effects of the fluid, since the expected sonic velocity is lowest for this pressure. 
P v2 P + 2" + gz = constant (B.2) 
Assuming stagnation conditions at the inlet, the outlet velocity was approximated to be 591ml s, which 
equates to a Mach number at the outlet of roughly 0.396 at 60°C using the interpolated empirical data. Since 
the Mach number does not look to exceed 0.4 for the fluid, compressibility effects will be neglected for the 
liquid phase. The region of separation at the nozzle entrance, where the velocity is expected to be greatest, 
will be at a reasonably high pressure, resulting in a lower Mach number than the outlet. 
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B. INITIAL CALCULATIONS B.2. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: TURBULENCE PROPERTIES 
A first approximation simulation using the incompressible liquid assumption revealed that the maximum 
exit velocity was closer to 510 mis, equating to a Mach number of 0.342 at 50 bar. A higher velocity of 550 
mls is experienced by the liquid at the entrance to the vena contracta, but the pressure in this region is nearly 
three times as great as the exit pressure, resulting in a lower Mach number. 
B.1.2 Gas 
An approximation for the speed of sound in diesel vapour is made by treating the vapour as an ideal gas: 
Cgas = J'Y!T (B.3) 
where 'Y is the adiabatic index 
R is the universal gas constant, 8.3145 J.K-1.mol-1 
M is the molar mass of the gas, equal to 221.16 for C16H29 fuel 
The value of'Y for diesel vapour of the specified properties is uncertain, but a value of 1.04117 is used, as seen 
in the literature [12J. Therefore, the approximate value of the speed of sound in diesel vapour is 114.2 mls at 
60°C. It is quite clear that for an accurate solution, vapour density should be taken into account. 
In order for the gas to be modelled correctly, the correct equation of state, taking into account both pressure 
and temperature effects, needs to be chosen. An ideal gas model will be realistic at high temperatures and 
low pressures, both of which may be present in this situation. 
Literature suggests that a gamma gas law, which links both pressure to the density and temperature of the 
fluid, may be used as an alternative to an ideal gas law [12J: 
Snb-i) 
P = e-r-p"l 
So = log ('f/v )Jlv 'Y-l 
"1-1 
R _ 'f/vPv 









When using a turbulence model, it is necessary to specify the turbulence conditions experienced at the inlet 
and outlet boundaries. For internal flow, it is convenient to express these conditions in terms of the turbulence 
intensity and turbulence length scale. 
The turbulence intensity is the ratio of the root-mean-square of the velocity fluctuations and the mean flow 
velocity. The turbulence intensity at the inlet is dependant on the flow conditions upstream of the flow. A 
low turbulence intensity is used for undisturbed and under-developed flow. The turbulence at the centre of 
a fully-developed pipe is given by the following empirical formula: [4J 
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B. INITIAL CALCULATIONS B.3. FLUID VAPOUR PRESSURE 
(B.5) 
The turbulence length scale is a quantity that is related to the large eddies that are present in turbulent 
flow. In fully developed flow, the size of an eddy is restricted by the size of the pipe, and is approximated 
by Equation B.6a. Equation B.6b describes the turbulence length scale as a function of the boundary layer 
thickness for flat-plates. It is particularly useful for wall-bounded flows where the inlet involves a turbulent 
boundary layer. [4] 
i = 0.01£ 
i = 0.4699 = 0.4 ( 5LJRe) 
where 699 is the boundary layer thickness. 
B.3 Fluid vapour pressure 
(B.6a) 
(B.6b) 
In Section 4.1.4, the effect of turbulence on the vapour pressure is discussed. Equation 4.11a describes this 
effect. In order to gauge the effect of the turbulent pressure rise, the local turbulence kinetic energy, given in 
Equation B.7, must be determined. 
3 2 
k = 2 (uaveI) (B.7) 
It was determined that the turbulence kinetic energy at the entrance to the nozzle is approximately 82.4 m2 / S2. 
Equation 4.11a was then used to determine the actual vapour pressure of roughly 14300Pa at the nozzle throat 
for a vaporisation pressure of 1930 Pa. It is therefore observed that, at the working temperature of the fuel, 
the turbulent effects on the vapour pressure of the system far more significant than the STP vaporisation 
pressure of the fluid. 
B.4 Heat transfer: Brinkman number 
Viscous heating describes the creation of thermal energy due to viscous shear in the flow. In order to de-
termine whether the effect of viscous heating is significant in the context of the axisymmetric geometry, it is 
necessary to determine the Brinkman number [4]: 
(B.8) 
where !:::.T is the temperature difference in the system 
For an average exit velocity of 350 m/s (based on the mass flow rate of a non-cavitating nozzle) and an 
expected temperature difference of 80 DC [21] between the entrance and exit of the nozzle, Br ~ 37.5. This 
implies that the viscous dissipation terms are very Significant in the transfer of heat in the nozzle. 
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C. COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRY 
C. Computational Geometry 
This chapter explains how the geometry of the fuel injector was modelled in FLUENT® . 
C.l Fuel injector 
Figure C.l describes the actual geometry of the fuel injector that was used as a base for the simulated model. 
The specified injector is that used on a BMW 320d E46. This injector has a measured volume flow rate of 
between 431 cm3 /30s and 449 cm3 /3Os at 100 bar. The maximum injector pressure that can be sustained is 
1800 bar. 
lO~eo 
...... ---16.25 ---..... 
(a) Transverse section (b) Nozzle orientation 
Figure C.l: Diesel fuel injector geometry [5] 
C.2 Computational domain 
The injector was modelled by two-dimensional, axisymmetric geometry, with the dimensions similar to those 
when the nozzle it cut transversely through the diameter of a spray hole. The centreline of the nozzle was 
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C. COMPUTATIONAl GEO"ET~Y C.2. COMPUTATIONAl OOM.~IN 
taken os the axis of symmell")'. The nozzle radius and length were seI ot 7.5lill1 and 1 mm respectively. No 
infurmatiOf1. regordin~ nozzle t,l per W.1S "vailoble. 
1l>e inlet boundary was ,~t 0.4 mm away from the centreline of the no""le entranc~ a, to allow ,tagn ation 
condition., to exi,t at the boundary. The no""le inlet ~orner was created as a :.harp edge, in '-""der to promote 
c,,,,italion in Ih), region . \\'lleTe ,:'lted, a fille t ro.;liu, on. the inlet c'Orner W,," produc,,"d Figure C.2 shows Ihe 
boundory c'Onditions , ubs<ribcd to the gener,'l geometry of the problem_ 
PreI.'<Ir<: Inle! 
? , , ,'-. , ' 
, 
" 
Fi~ure C.2; Boundary conditions 
C.2.1 Geometry creation 
T~ "nti", grid was di"c""ti""d ll>ing quadrilateul element>; of ",ctangular .hap", Thi' done so that most of 
the flow aligned well with the grid. reducing numerical diffusion. A fine mesh wos wnstmcted m the inlet 
regiun to accurately capture separaliun, cavitation and turbulent effect>; near lhe fIlJzzle entrMce. The Il:'>esh 
was lll<1de gradu<llly CO,1!'oor os it extends toW,lrd lhe nozzle exit, ,llld upwind 10 lhe inlet. 
ou., tu the p"'~ u{ ooparation and reci,culating, luw-velu",ty fluw at the mule entra-,,>;:e, a twu-lay'" 
mudel iocorpor,'lin~ enhanced w,lllluoctions needed to be employed_ This method d e"rlywos nut employed 
by Singhal ~t al. [24]. who eloployed grids con:.i.,ting of oruy 28UJ ",lls. However, it was felt that , i"", 
tUrbltlen.t vortk"" .nd recircul,' hn~ flow would be present neu the nozzk entranc,,". it would be necessary to 
accurately captuTe there effect,;. The tumul",..-" 10"" a great effect on the ca,itation iT1(eption pressure, ""d it 
WaS felt that a significartt change in the turbulence forrnahUll may be p"""ibie thruugh the alterati,-", of fuel 
p"r,lm€ters_ Furthem1ore,"" acCur.1te determination. of lhe c-wffici€nl 01 contr,1()ion wos d""med rtec<'",ary. 
Thi, required a fine grid to redu,," the inaccuracy in "'presentatiun of the gaseous and liquid regiom uf the 
dom,lin. One di,,'dvontoge to this oppro,1(h is that the effocl of surf""" roughness cart ,...,. be empirkally 
arruunted !oT. 
The requirements {CII the Enhan;:ed W~ll Treatment (liWT) of neaT wall flow n""",,,,itated the grid at t~ 
boundary loy€r need€d to be wry fine_ It w", reqUired cell' odjocent to the w.1ll had cell cen.tr"" Sltfficiently 
cl"", 00 that the wall y; value was "" clo"" to unity "" po."iblc_ Thi" wa, not afwo"" f'O", ibfe, ,ince as 
the pre,sure pronk ""d vdocity chang"" ill the 'lOT.Tle, th" y+ value als.o chonges. Therefore, the grid was 
mn,tructed ""ch that ""' the velority profile in ttw I1()zz\e dlanged. the y I value wa, kept ,,,,,,r or below 5 for 
the cell, ned to the fIlJzzle wall The grid {"" the "'l.uare inl~t nO<.:lle i, shown in !<igure C.3. The grid con.ist~d 
CEHU TOR R"HRCH I" COMPUTATION,\l ANt> A.PU~D M ECH,\Nln 











C, CU_''''UTA'lIONAI, GfOMHRY C.2. COM"UTATION AI, IJOM~ IN 
of" 384- by 32 cell me", toldlU11g 12352 cells in \he nozzle, while 19520 cells were m.ed in the high-pres.'me 
r"8ion upwind of the rL>zzlc throat, T11total,. mesh consi.ting of 3H!72 cell, wos u""d, 
(b) o.t.n of noz.<k throot 
Fi~!Lrc C3, Computational grid for square-inle t s;mulal")!" 
0111y the mesh containing a munded inlet contained di'torted elements. The mesh was kept "tructvred, 
as Ulli allowed IC4" th., """,h "e.r the w. 1I in the bound. ry loy'" to be tightly controlled. The flow in the 
regkll1 of di.,tortoo mesh. is u"uonn and does not tuldcrgolarge changes in d ircction OT have lorge pwF"'"'ty 
gradients, Nunwrical inaccuracy in thls region wo" consid."...,d to be minimi""d and nec"",ary to enforce 
CE"'-UE FOR RESEARCH It, COM"UTATIo...-Al AND A,'rU"" Mf_CH~N"," 











C. CnMPurATlO'lAl GWMETRY C.l. Cm'PUTATlO"Al DOMAIN 
good mesh qUdlily in lhe boundary layer near the nozzle entran"e. ln relrosp<"<.1. a 'l<'mi-unslruciured grid 
could h,wc OCcn cmploycd to minimi"", me,;h di"tortion of the grid neOT the axi • . An exomplc oi 0 grid used 
for a siJnubtion 01, l"l(tZ~lc with, rounded inlet i" depicted in Figu,.., C4 
...... 
Fi glLTe (:.4: CmIlp"tdtior",1 gTid fOT TOuna.,d-inlet ,imllldtiom 
C ' N .... t: ..nK Rt:,,:.' ,«,,, [N Cn"'·UT.' [,ON.' , .• ,.,' 0 ApPliED MEC HA" 'C< 











D. COMPUTATIONAL SETTINGS 
D. Computational Settings 
0.1 Standard fluid properties and specifications 
The following Tables 0.1 and 0.2 describe the properties of liquid and gaseous diesel fuel (gas-oil) that were 
used as the working medium in simulations. 
Property Units Value 
Density @ 15°C kg.m-3 830 
Viscosity @ 40°C kg.m-1.s-1 0.00332 
Specific heat capacity (Cp ) J.kg-1.K-1 2050 
Droplet surface tension N.m-1 0.025 
Vapour pressure @ 360K Pa 1930 
Table 0.1: Liquid diesel fuel properties [6, 7] 
Property Units Value 
Density kg.m-3 9.4 
Viscosity @ 40°C kg.m-1.s- 1 7x 10-6 
Specific heat capacity (Cp ) J.kg-1.K-1 2430 
Table 0.2: Gaseous diesel fuel properties [6] 
It should be noted that the standard values for the liquid fuel density, droplet surface tension and vapour 
pressure were taken as the average values of data extracted from the FLUENT® Materials Database [6] and 
literature [7]. 
In South Africa, diesel does not entirely conform to the EN 590:2004 standard, as alterations have been made 
to suit local conditions and possibly refinery capabilities. The following relevant criteria exist for this locale 
in the year 2006 [58]: 
Property Units Minimum value Maximum value 
Density @ 15°C kg.m-3 800 845 
VlScosity @ 40°C mm2.s-1 2.20 5.30 
Table 0.3: Relevant South African diesel fuel specifications 
The specifications for fuel viscosity translates to limits of 0.001666 kg.m-1.s-1 and 0.003735 kg.m-1.s-1 for 
fuel of density 830 kg.m -3. These values were taken as guideline limits for alterations that could be made to 
the fuel properties. The new Euro 5 specifications lie within the limits specified above. 
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D. COMPUTATIONAL SETTINGS D.2. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
D.l.l Cavitation model 
Certain fluid properties are needed to define the effect of cavitation on the fluid. The following settings were 
used for the cavitation model used by FLUENf®: 
Property Units Value 
Vapour pressure Pa 1930 
Surface tension N.m-1 0.025 
Non-condensable gas ppm 15 
Table 0.4: Cavitation model settings 
The value used for the non-condensable gas was the standard value provided by FLUENf®, since no data 
detailing the concentration of contaminant gas in diesel was available. 15ppm is the saturation concentration 
of air in water at atmospheric pressure. Since the fuel would be sloshing and mixing with air in the fuel tank, 
it is felt that this value could be attained in a real-world scenario. 
D.2 Boundary conditions 
The following boundary conditions were applied at the specified locations: 
Position Property Units Value I Description 
INLET 'JYpe Pressure inlet 
Gauge total pressure bar 1500 
Initial gauge pressure bar 1500 
Backflow turbulence intensity 0.0656 
Backflow turbulence length scale m 0.0707 
Volume fraction 7.5xl0-4 
Bulk fluid temperature K 360 
OUTLET 'JYpe Pressure outlet 
Gauge Total Pressure bar 50 
Backflow turbulence intensity 0.055 
Backflow turbulence length scale m 1.06e-05 
Backflow volume fraction 1 
Backflow temperature K 440 
WALL 1YPe Wall 
Wall temperature K 360 
AXIS 'JYpe Axis 
Table 0.5: Boundary conditions 
The backflow volume fraction was set to unity (Le. diesel vapour enters the domain under backflow condi-
tions) since the density of the vapour and that of the gases in the combustion chamber would be of the same 
order of magnitude. Turbulence settings were specified normal to the boundary at which they are set. 
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D. COMPUTATIONAL SETTINGS D.3. TURBULENCE MODEL 
0.3 Turbulence model 
The standard k - f turbulence model for fully turbulent flow was used to describe the effect of turbulence 
in the nozzle. The standard model constants, described in Table 4.1, were retained. The choice of turbulence 
model was based on the geometry, the fully turbulent conditions present in the nozzle and the literature. The 
cavitation model has been validated using the standard k - € turbulence model [24J. Possible inaccuracy of 
results due to the choice of turbulence model, as suggested by literature [33J, have been noted. 
An enhanced-wall treatment was applied, since a low-velocity recirculating region appeared where the fluid 
separates from the nozzle wall just downstream of the nozzle throat. It is necessary in order to capture these 
low velocities in the boundary layer. Near zero velocities exist in this region for some time, while the flow 
near the axis retains its high-velocity. Also, the cavitation effect appears only in small regions adjacent to 
the nozzle wall, and a fine grid was required to capture the effects in the nozzle throat. Since the pressure-
gradients between cells in the throat were very large, the option to enhance the capture of "pressure gradient 
effects" was also activated. 
0.4 Initial conditions 
Initial conditions were chosen such that the fluid was stationary and at low pressure. This would simulate 
the conditions that are present before the injector needle has begun to rise. Thus, the initial pressure of the 
computational domain was set at 50 bar, while the starting velocity of the fluid were set to zero. 
0.5 Solver 
In order to preserve accuracy, a double-precision solver was used. This preserves accuracy in the resolution 
of the pressure gradient in the flow regime. [4J 
The PlSO pressure-velocity coupling scheme was used for the solution of pressure and velocity fields. This 
is the most stable solver available for use on time-dependant problems, as it ensures a momentum balance 
after the pressure and velocity fields have been calculated. [4J 
D.S.l Discretisation 
Second-order discretisation schemes were used to reduce the amount of numerical diffusion present in the 
system. It was considered important to use them because flow moves diagonally across some cells. The 
actual settings are described in Table 0.6. 
D.S.2 Stability 
Stability was a major issue that was encountered when cavitating flow was present in the flow field. This is 
mainly due to the very high pressure gradients present in the flow field. Certain simulation settings were 
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D. COMPUTATIONAL SETTINGS D.S. SOLVER 
Equation Algorithm 
Pressure Second order 
Momentum Second order upwind 
Vapour QUICK 
Turbulence kinetic energy Second order upwind 
Thrbulence dissipation rate Second order upwind 
Energy Second order upwind 
Table 0.6: Discretisation settings 
altered in order to achieve good convergence and stability with the cavitation model. These settings that 
were used are described below. 
AMG multigrid 
The following settings in the algebraic multigrid were used, as recommended by the literature for cavitation 
problems [59, 60]: 
1. For the pressure equation, use V-cycle was used. 
The termination criteria was set to 0.001. 
A maximum of 100 pressure calculation cycles were allowed. 
2. The number of pre-sweeps was set to 1. 
3. The number of post-sweeps was set to 3. 
The alteration of these settings were performed to add accuracy to the pressure calculations, and stability to 
the calculations involved in the entire set of algebraic equations. 
Neighbour correction 
Where necessary, neighbour correction for the PISO algorithm was implemented. Up to 5 correction iterations 
were allowed when good stability was not achieved. This algorithm allows the pressure-correction step in 
the pressure-velocity coupling to be performed a number of times before the solver solves the other variables. 
In this way stability is enhanced, as the pressure gradients in a cavitating field are large. 
D.5.3 Under-relaxation 
Modification of the standard under-relaxation values was necessary to stabilise the calculation procedure. 
Lower under-relaxation values inhibited fast convergence for larger time-steps, but assisted in maintaining 
solution stability. 
Table 0.7 outlines the value ranges suggested for use with the cavitation model, and those used in the un-
steady, axisymmetric simulations. 
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D. COMPUTATIONAL SETTINGS D.6. ApPROXIMATIONS AND SIMPLIFICATIONS 
Property Guideline value Simulation 
Pressure 0.2 - 0.7 0.4- 0.7 
Density 0.3 -1.0 0.5 -0.85 
Momentum. 0.05 - 0.4 0.25 - 0.35 
Vapourisation mass 0.1-1.0 0.35 - 0.45 
Vapour N/A 0.45 - 0.55 
Turbulence kinetic energy N/A 0.4- 0.6 
Turbulence dissipation rate N/A 0.25 -0.45 
Turbulent viscosity N/A 1 
Table D.7: Simulation under-relaxation values [4] 
0.5.4 Time-dependency 
Due to the nature of the flow, multiple time-scales were necessary to capture the flow events. Initially, time-
steps in the order of 10 ns were required when flow was initialised and the flow-field is near stationary. This 
fairly rapidly reduced to 0.25 ns as the velocity through the nozzle increased. These minute time-steps were 
required in order to keep the cell Courant number low and thus maintain the stability and accuracy of the 
solution at each time-step. In certain instances, it was necessary to reduce the time-step further to 0.1 ns to 
attain convergence and good stability. 
0.6 Approximations and simplifications 
A brief overview of some approximations of the ge metry and modelling technique used in this dissertation 
are discussed below. 
0.6.1 Geometry 
By using the enhanced wall treatment, it is not possible to model the effects of surface roughness, unless 
those surface imperfections are manually modelled in the geometry. For this reason, surface roughness is not 
taken into account. This may reduce bubbles nucleation due to surface roughness effect. 
Axisymmetric nozzle is not entirely indicative of flow in a fuel injector, since the difference in flow from 
the sides of the nozzle is not accounted for. The nozzle offset angle with respect to the axis of the injector 
is ignored. This may inhibit, should it occur in real nozzles, the effect of vapour detaching from the wall 
of the nozzle. However, since a qualitative study of the effect of fuel parameters is to be determined, this 
simplification was considered to be justified. 
The effect that the injector needle may have on nozzle flow has been neglected. This implies that any effect 
that the needle may have due to seating and unseating, as well as jetting has been ignored. 
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D. COMPUTATIONAL SETTINGS D.6. ApPROXIMATIONS AND SIMPLIFICATIONS 
D.6.2 Materials 
The concentration of the non-condensable gases is assumed to be uniform. This is an approximation associ-
ated with the cavitation model. The velocity difference between the two phases was considered so small as 
to be negligible. 
For most simulations, the effect of temperature on the flow field is neglected. Flow is considered isothermal 
and both the liquid and gas are considered the be of constant density. This has been shown to lead to accurate 
and representative solutions for sharp-edged orifice geometries [24]. 
For simulations where temperature effects were to be considered, the liquid was still modelled as incompress-
ible, but an incompressible ideal-gas model was used to describe the diesel gas. An ideal gas assumption is 
valid at high temperatures and low pressures, the latter of which describes the pressure of the vapour well. 
The vapour pressure was considered to be constant with respect to temperature. 
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E. INITIAL DECISIONS 
E. Initial Decisions 
The following chapter outlines initial decisions that were made in order to successfully simulate flow through 
an axisymmetric nozzle. The purpose of the chapter is to briefly describe the process undertaken to deter-
mine the optimum level of grid refinement and model requirements to use. The outcomes of these initial 
investigations were considered in the development of further models. 
It should be noted that all of the settings described in Appendices B and D were used to perform the described 
simulations. For the most part, the accuracy of simulations was determined accordi g to the visual descrip-
tion of the vapour phase and coefficient of discharge profiles and results. Velocity and pressure distributions 
were checked as a matter of course. 
Due to the predicted significance of the turbulent effects on cavitation described in Section B.3, it was felt 
necessary that a grid that with sufficient resolution to capture these turbulent effects was imperative. Since 
it was known that stagnation and recirculation would occur in the orifice throat, it was considered necessary 
to produce a grid that used enhanced wall functions that could account for the stagnant flow near the wall. 
E.l Grid dependency 
A check was done to determine the effect of grid size on the accuracy of the simulations. Several grids were 
checked, each differing fairly substantially in resolution. Steady-state single-phase models were run until 
the continuity residual was at 1xlO-5 and all other residuals were at 1xlO-3 . The cavitation model was then 
implemented until the continuity residual reached 1xlO-5• 
Table E.1 describes the meshes used to determine the effect of grid dependency. The quality of the mesh was 
excellent as a regular grid was used. 
Grid description Low resolution Medium resolution High resolution 
Number of cells 24116 43190 92640 
Number of cells in nozzle 8768 15870 37940 
Worst wall y+ value inside nozzle 5 4.95 2.1 
Worst wall y+ value outside nozzle 8 7.1 2.73 
Quality of result Fair Good Good 
Table E.1: Description of grid dependency mesh 
By this comparison, it was decided that a grid similar to the medium resolution grid would be suitable for 
calculation purposes. Refinements were initially made to the existing medium to reduce the wall y+ values 
below 5 as suggested for use with an Enhanced Wall function turbulence model. The benefits of using as 
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E. INITIAL DECISIONS E.2. STABILITY AND CONVERGENCE CRITERIA 
coarse a mesh as possible include a reduction in time taken to run simulations, as well as a reduced Courant 
number for unsteady simulations. 
Unsteady simulations were then run and wall y+ were checked at different time intervals. It was observed 
that the y+ values predicted were often lower than that predicted by steady simulations, especially in the 
initial stages of flow. The mesh was again modified both inside and outside the nozzle until the number of 
cells outside the nozzle was minimised and the y+ value was near to and below 10. This leaves the y+ value at 
the maximum value that can be used with Enhanced Wall functions, and allows a minimised computational 
and time expense. The wall y+ value was highly transient, as the development of flow changed both the 
velocity and phase of the fluid adjacent to the wall. 
The final grid to be used for unsteady simulations was created with the consideration of the time that each 
transient simulation would take to run. The grid had the following properties: . 
Number of cells 19120 
Number of cells in nozzle 7680 
Worst wall y+ value inside nozzle 6.3 
Worst wall y+ value outside nozzle 8.2 
Table E.2: Description of final axisymmetric grid 
The high wall y+ values were present at the nozzle entrance and in regions where high velocity liqUid was 
adjacent to the wall. The value was lower in regions where the near-wall cells in the nozzle contained either 
vapour or had low velocity liquid. In excess of 80% of cells adjacent to the wall had y+ values of less than 5 
when transient simulations reached a steady-state. 
It should be noted that the pressure inlet was set 5 nozzle radii upwind of the centre of the axis of the nozzle 
inlet. This was done because, through an iterative process, it was determined that the static pressure and 
velocity at this point are sufficiently close to 1500 bar and 0 m/ s respectively. It was also determined that the 
proximity of the high pressure inlet to the nozzle is sufficiently large so that the pressure inlet does not affect 
the pressure distribution at the nozzle entrance. 
E.2 Stability and convergence criteria 
Convergence criterion in unsteady simulations changed as the flow in the nozzle developed. When single-
phase flow was present, convergence of all properties was rapid and easily attained. For this reason, initial 
time-steps were large and high under-relaxation values were set. Residuals were set at or below 1 x to-3 for 
all properties. 
The appearance of vapour due to cavitation caused stability issues. As a result of this, time-steps had to be 
significantly reduced to each iteration and under-relaxation factors had to be decreased. It was found that, 
even with a fine grid, convergence of the continuity equation to a residual of less than 1 x to-3 was difficult. 
All other residuals converged to values less than 1 x to-4 when the time-step was decreased. 
Transient simulations were only considered to fully converged when the residual magnitudes described in 
the above paragraphs were attained and the flow conditions had stabilised. The mass-flow through the noz-
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E. INITIAL DECISIONS E.2. STABILITY AND CONVERGENCE CRITERIA 
zle outlet had to reach a steady value, and the velocity profile at the exit needed to stabilise before transient 
simulations were ended. 
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F. BUBBLE COLLAPSE: FLUID PROPERTIES 
F. Bubble collapse: Fluid properties 
F.1 Base conditions 
Property Units Value 
Density kg.m-3 830 
Far-field pressure bar 50 
Temperature K 360 
Viscosity kg.m-1.s-1 0.00332 
Surface Tension N.m-1 0.025 
Table F.l: Liquid properties 
Property Units Value 
Molar mass kg.mol-1 221 
Table F.2: Vapour properties 
Property Units Value 
Mass fraction ppm 15 
Specific heat capacity (CtI ) J.kg-1.K-1 717.5 
Molar mass kg.mol-1 29 
Table F.3: Air properties 
Property Units Value 
Temperature K 400 
Pressure Pa 1860.6 
Radius J.tm 5.50 
Velocity m.s-1 0 
Acceleration m.s-2 -6.25xlOS 
Polytropic value 1 
Table F.4: Initial bubble properties 
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F. BUBBLE COLLAPSE: FLUID PROPERTIES F.2. TEMPERATURE DEPENDANT FLUID PROPERTIES 
F.2 Temperature dependant fluid properties 
The specific latent heat of evaporation of diesel is given by [7]: 
L = 251.3 - (0.377 * (T - 273» 
p 
(F.1) 
Table F.5 provides the values for the temperature dependant conductivity of air. Conductivity is not greatly 





































Table F.5: Temperature dependant conductivity of air [8] 
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